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$40 tuition raise passes
By DeVone Holt

LEAP OF FAITH

Mo' Money

News editor

Approved tuition Incre—■ per •emeeter for underpsduatea In 1904-95.

Despite student petitions, rallies
and testimonies protesting an increase
in state university tuition, the Council
on Higher Education passed a resolution to accept an increase for universities and community colleges.
The recommended approval of the
tuition hike came from the Council
Finance Committee, which held a preceding meeting to allow students to
voice their opinions.
During the Council Finance Committee meeting, students from nearly
all eight stale universities spoke out
against the increase, with applauding
responses from a supporting crowd of
students.
Greg T. Watkins, a student senator
from the University of Kentucky,
pleaded for the committee to hear the
students' voices in their fight
Realizing that stale universities
receive their money from two sources,
tuition and state funding, Watkins suggested the state show more concern
for higher education.
"You think an education is expensive," Watkins said. Try ignorance."
After listening to the students'

Commufl
CollegssW^WO
* EKU, WKU, MuSU. MoSU, KSU, NKU

Source: Counot on Hlg<erEducetlon

■wayaym BLUM

pleas against the increase, the committee voted 8-1 in favor of a5.3 ($40)
percent increase for regional universities, an 11.2 ($ 110) percent increase
for the universities of Louisville and
Kentucky and a 14.3 ($60) percent
increase for community colleges.
Clay Edwards, student representative on the Council Finance Committee, made the only opposing vote
and suggested the committee consider
an alternative option instead of raising
tuition.
Although Edwards and the stu-

dents he represented were unsuccessful in persuading the council to withhold another increase. Norm Snider,
communications director for the Council on Higher Education, said it was
the most impressive protest the council has seen in five years.
The student body presidents from
all eight universities presented the finance committee with over 20,000
names of disapproving students and
several students from nearly all of the
SEE TUITION PAGE A8

Shots fired at Todd windows

■ Police believe
projectiles came
from O'Donnell
By DeVone Holt
News editor

Residents of Todd Hall have been
cautioned by their hall staff to beware
of unidentified shots being fired at
their windows.
As of Monday, three unidentified
shots have been fired at three Todd
Hall windows facing O'Donnell Hall.
Windows in Rooms 510 and 710 were
shot at approximately 9 p.m. Monday,
and a bathroom window, two doors
down from Room 610, was shot at
3:45 p.m. Tuesday.
Neither incident resulted in any
injuries, but Janod Sutton, a resident
assistant on the seventh floor and occupant of Room S10, said he was 2-3
inches away from suffering a possibly
fatal injury.
Sutton said he was cleaning his
room Monday night when he heard a
startling boom and crack outside.
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"The boom was the shot, and the
crack was the window," Sutton said.
Sutton said he was standing so
close to the window when it was hit,
that the shattered glass hit him in the
face.
"I hit the floor and called public
safety and stayed there until they got
here," he said.
Marty Petrey and Richard
Reynolds, occupants of Room 710,
were out of the room when their window was shattered, but Sutton is under
the assumption their window was shot
during the same time as his.
Brian Lee, sixth floor resident assistant, was in the sixth floor restroom
washing dishes when a bullet shattered the restroom window Tuesday,
but avoided any injuries.
After investigating the bullet holes
in the windows, university police determined that the bullets were fired
from cither a .38 caliber or a 9 mm
pistol.
However, new leads have now
caused the police to believe the shots
were fired from a "high powered slingshot"
During the investigations, police

were not able to find any remaining
shell fragments in the victimized
rooms, nor any guns in room searches
of fourth floor O'Donnell rooms, giving them good reason to follow their
lead.
Wynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, said the police were
tipped off by the O'Donnell staff that
a resident of the hall had slingshot ball
bearings that could have made an identical size hole in the windows, and
would also explain the missing bullet
shells because the ball bearings would
bounce off of the window after impact
Walker said the suspect, whose
name will not be released until the
investigation is complete, has a room
in O'Donnell that faces Todd Hall,
explaining the particular attack on the
hall.
The slingshot theory also better
explains the shooting from within
O'Donnell Hall, because many of the
hall's residents said they didn't hear
any gunshots during the time the shots
were fired.

Progress/JAY ANGEL

Progress Accent editor Chad Williamson parachutes for the first time at Lackey's airport
located six miles from campus on US 25. The story of his adventure is detailed on page B1.

SEE SHOOTING PAGE A7

Clinton visits Lexmark to promote NAFTA
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Clinton emphasizes a point in his speech in Lexington last week.

By Joe Castle
Editor

LEXINGTON — President Bill
Clinton brought his campaign for the
North American Free Trade Agreement to the people of Kentucky Nov.
4 when he spoke to workers at the
Lexmark facility in Lexington before
sitting down to answer questions from
the audience.
A crowd of over 500 employees
and 100 guests squeezed into a makeshift auditorium at the printer factory
last week to hear Clinton continue his
push for NAFTA, a proposal which
the president said is vital to the eco-

nomic health of the country.
"There is nobody anywhere in the
world who has come forward with a
good argument for any way to create
more jobs and raise the incomes of
working people without expanding
trade," Clinton said from underneath a
banner proclaiming "America Can
Compete."
NAFTA, which is scheduled to
come before the U.S. House of Representatives Nov. 17, would create the
world's largest free trading bloc by
eliminating the tariffs and other barriers current! y in place between Canada,
the U.S. and Mexico over a period of
several years.

Goodrich family files complaint against EKU
By Susan Gayle Reed
Contributing writer

On Oct. 28,1992, university student Holly Goodrich fell to her death
from her 11-story Telford Hall window. Exactly one year later. Holly's
mother, Virgena Goodrich, has filed a
complaint with the state Board of
Claims charging that the university
was negligent and responsible for her
daughter's death because of malfunctioning windows in Telford
"I feel that the university is truly
responsible. They require students to
live there. It'snot by their own choice,"
Virgena Goodrich said. "It's the
university's responsibility to provide
a safe environment."

University attorney Giles Black refused to comment The university has
30 days to respond to the complaint
Goodrich said the window in question extended further than the other
two windows in the room and did not
open and close smoothly. She said
when she entered her daughter's room
after the accident, a capastan chair was
lipped up against the window.
She said Madison County Coroner
Embry Curry pieced together what
happened. Apparently, Goodrich was
leaning on the chair in front of the
window. As she reached out to close it,
her weight tipped the chair, which was
not attached to a base, and she fell to
her death.
The family is seeking $100,000 in

compensation, the maximum allowed
by the Board of Claims. Goodrich said
her main goal is for Eastern to admit
responsibility and prevent further accidents.
"Eastern is doing a disservice to its
students. To me it's like saying you
and my daughter are not important as
students," she said. "You're there for
your dollars. They don't care if it's a
safe environment or not"
The complaint asks that Eastern
be required to either seal the windows
or install safety restraints on all windows of every residence hall that open
outward above the second floor.
"I felt I needed to do this to be at
peace with myself in any regard,"
Goodrich said. "My daughter was

killed in a terrible accident I couldn't
live with myself if anything like this
happened again and I hadn't done a
thing to prevent it"
Goodrich said she also thinks the
university showed callousness by failing to acknowledge the family's loss.
"We never heard a 'we're sorry,T
she said. "All the kind things like the
tree planted in the Ravine and the
plaque were from the students. Any
kindness shown to us was completely
unofficial."
Goodrich said the family struggles
to deal with the loss of Holly daily.
"Holly was a part of me," she said
"It's like try ing to function without an
arm or a leg, like learning to live
without a limb."

However, many Americans are
worried that the agreement will cause
manufacturers to move to Mexico because of reduced tariffs and cheaper
labor.
Clinton said he wanted to alleviate fears that NAFTA would lead to
the loss of more jobs to Mexico.
"I want you to understand this
very clearly from somebody who's
lived through this," Clinton said "This
agreement will make that less likely,
not more."
Clinton said during his time as
governor of Arkansas, he watched
numerous companies leave for Mexico
for less stringent environmental con-

ditions and lower labor costs.
"Let me tell you something, folks,"
Clinton said. "I know a little about
this. I was governor of a state that lost
plants to Mexico."
That won't happen with NAFTA,
Clinton said, because the Mexican
environmental code will be strictly
enforced, and the plan is designed to
increase the minimum wage in Mexico,
so eventually labor will not be any
cheaper south of the border.
The president said the U.S. is once
again the most productive nation in
the world, another reason not to fear
SEE CLINTON PAGE A6

INSIDE
■ The time for Eastern's home football
game against Middle Tennessee State
has been changed. Kickoff for the game
will now be at 7 p.m.
See Page B6
This week's class pattern:
Accent
Activities
Arts/Entertainment
Classifieds

MWF
B1
B5
B3
A4

People poll
Perspective
Preview
Sports

at
A3
A2&3
B4
B6.7&8

Hmm... When the number of the day is the same as the number
of the month, such as today, it's called Bonza Bottler day. In other
words, it's an excuse to have a party at least once a month.
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EDITORIALS

Registration frustration

We're not saying the way the university
handles registration is archaic, but...

University should adopt alternatives to walk-in registration
stricted telephone and mail-in registration, it
It's thai lime of year again.
does
cut down on the congestion at the campus
Eastern students stand in line for an interregistration
center.
minable amount of time in an attempt to register for
Western
features both walk-in and
classes for the next semester. After doing their time
phone-in
methods,
and allows mail-in registrain line, many students find the courses they really
tion
in
certain
circumstances.
need are already closed.
Morehead has what could be the most
Since they can't take the courses they need,
revolutionary system. Students at Morehead
many students have to settle for a mediocre schedregister for classes not at some centralized
ule and perhaps even postpone graduation for
office, but in their individual
another semester.
departments. After discussing
While that might not
1 800 REGISTER
their schedules with advisers,
happen to all students on The
wefcp
students register for classes in
Campus Beautiful, the vast
EKU
•
*
their departmental offices.
majority of people registering in
KSU
•
According to Morehead
the Combs Building have had to
• •
MoSU
registrar
Gene
Ranvier. this
stand in one of the legendary
MuSU
• • •
system
is
virtually
snag-free,
lines waiting to get their sched•
NKU
with
only
small
lines
forming in
ules for the upcoming semester.
UK
• • •
the
largest
departments.
There is no one solution
•
UL
So why hasn't Eastern
for long lines and closcu courses,
• • •
WKU
adopted one of these other
but adopting additional methods
Source: University ngttton
methods to help straighten out
of registration would help
the registration mess?
eliminate some of the traditional headaches that
Registration officials at Eastern have
come with signing up for classes.
discussed adopting a phone-in registration
For example, currently on campus we have
system, but administrative assistant to the
mail-in and walk-in registration, the cause for the
registrar Loretta Leszczynski said it has been all
lines outside Room 218 in the Combs Building. Of
talk
to this point.
the state's seven public universities. Eastern —
Leszczynski said registrar Jill Allgicr
along with Northern and Kentucky State — is one
favors
telephone
registration, but the university
of the few that still uses a central walk-in office as
has made no plans to install such a system.
its primary system of registering students.
If the registrar and her staff support
The University of Louisville has only one
telephone registration, and phone-in registration
method of registering for classes. Students call in
has proven beneficial at other universities in
their schedules via touchtone telephone following
Kentucky, we should look seriously at adopting
an advising appointment.
it here.
The University of Kentucky recently
We know funds are as tight as they have
implemented a similar phone-in system. The only
ever been, but it seems like curing a headache as
problem UK has with the new method — too few
painful as the current registration situation could
pJKfic lines.— is offset because the school still uses
take precedence over some other projects and
a walk-Hi registration center to handle those stuwould
be well worth the effort.
dents who don't get through on the telephone.
If some changes aren't made, the
Murray State mainly uses a walk-in center,
majority
of students can only look forward to
but students there can also register by mail or by
more
lines
and more frustration until something
phone if they have classes at an off-campus locais
done.
tion. While that might not work as well as unre-

Stand up, students!
Protests like the tuition rally need support to be effective
f, ongratulations to those who made it to the
Fountain Food Court last week to participate
in the anti-tuition rally led by Gate wood Galbraith.
You should all be proud you made an effon to show
you care about your education and its future.
While Galbraith didn't exactly stick to the
subject of tuition—he also talked about marijuana
and his upcoming campaign for governor—he did
make some worthwhile points.
Besides, it's the principle of the issue that
matters. Students need to fight for their right to attend
post-secondary school without spending a fortune.
As much as those students who made it
Should be praised, those who didn't go should be
scolded. Just opposing the tuition hike by being
present at the rally could be enough to make a
difference. The puny crowd that stayed around to hear
Galbraith shows how apathetic EKU students can be.
The same people who get mad when they are
stereotyped as apathetic and interested only in
downtown and going home every weekend sit in their
dorm rooms while an anti-tuition rally is going on.
If there's anything college students should
care about it's money. That's usually the reason

people go to college: to make money later in life.
Also, many college students might not
have another $40 to pay for tuition next semester,
but yet they won't support those who want to save
them that $40,
Galbraith said he thinks everyone should
have the right to go as high as they can through the
educational system without worrying about cost
He also thinks the politicians in Frankfort
are so mired in corruption that they don't give
higher education the priority it deserves.
English professor Richard Freed and
philosophy professor Klaus Hebcric also spoke at
the rally. Both were fired up about fighting tuition
hikes and organizing students to protest
Too bad they didn't have a big enough
audience to make the government notice.
If enough students stood up and showed
they care .law makers would have to take notice or
fear for their chances of re-election.
On the other hand, if college students
stand around like helpless cows being sent to
financial slaughter, government leaders can do
whatever they please.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Scot wants letters
The main reason for this leuer is
the hope that you can help me. I require your assistance in trying to establish an international pen-friend
from your uduciUta—I sstahlishwirm.
At this point your immediate reaction is to throw this into the litter
bin, but please can you spare me a few
moments of your busy timetable,
knowing first-hand that lime is a valuable commodity for students.
Let me introduce myself. My name
is George Crighton Westwater, and I
am 24 years old. I am a graduate of
Dundee University where I obtained
an Honours degree in Commerce.
Therefore, my ideal pen-friend should
hopefully have the same or a similar
background. My interests include discussing politics, writing fetters and
collecting books published before
1900.
Whomever I have the fortune of
receiving a reply from may find it
difficult to tocalcGfertfothes in a world
atlas. I am not far from St. Andrews,
home of golf and the third oldest university (founded inl411) in the United
Kingdom. Edinburgh, the Scottish
capital and a city all Scots are proud
of, is just is just 30 minutes away by
car. Dunfermline, the birthplace of
US Steel manufacturer and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie, and
Kirkcaldy, where linoleum was invented, are just 20 minutes away by
car.
The population of Glenrothcs
34.000. The population of the county
of Fife is 322,000. Local industry has
a somewhat American content—Levi
Strauss (UK). Amoco Fabrics (UK).
Hallmark Cards. NCR Corp.. WL
Gore A Associates (UK). Cubix Corporation, PMC Corp.. IC Industries
Inc.. Day International (UK). Proctor
St
Schwartz
and
Hughes
Microsystems.
I thank you for giving me a few
minutes for your time. I do not know
if I shall be successful in finding a
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Freedom Isn't a lack of morals
Since the 1960s. American society has defined freedom as the abandonment of constraints on behavior.
It can easily be summed up as: "Differentstrokes for different folks.""Do
your own thing." "If it feels good, do
it."
Inescapably, many Americans
have come to view the normative order — with its do's and don'ts — as
repressive of rights. Moral codes,
which are by nature restrictive, are
cast as the enemy of freedom. In this
environment, appeals to responsibility and restraint are greeted with cynicism and derision, and will quickly
get one labeled a "right-wing fundamentalist Christian" or a "Rush
Limbaugh zombie."
The nihilism that the false freedom has spawned in America since
the 1960s is testimony to what happens when the "anything gees" mentality takes over — criminal rights
over victim rights, a justice system
that finds it impossible to punish criminals, an educational system more interesled in condom distribution than
learning and a society being destroyed
by drug abuse, teen pregnancy, suicide, pornography, child abuse, runaways, homelessness, adultery, divorce, abortion and AIDS.
It is interesting to note that the
politicians now offering us solutions
for this moral breakdown are the very

622-1882

Got a gripe? An Idea?

A complaint? Write a
letter to the editor
The Progress encourages
readers to write tetters to the
edsor on topics or interest to the
university community. Lattara
should be typed and doubts■paced and lim lad to 250 words.
We reserve the right to condenee letters over 250 words.
Letters should be addressed
to the editor and must contain
the writer's signature, address
and phone number. I a letter
has excessive spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the
editor reserves the right to urge
the writer to make revietorts.
Carbon ooplse.photocoplss
and letters with lllegbie signatures win not be accepted.
Mail letters to The Eastern
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University.
Richmond. Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting
• fetter for • specific issue is
noon Monday prior to that
Thursday's edition of the
Progress.

622-1881

622-1872

Charfene Permington... .622-1881

622-1882
622-1872

■ lb suggest a photo
or order a reprint

.622-1882

Jim Quiggins

Chad Williamson

Activities
Arts & Entertainment
Doug Rap?

Darren Boston

Sports
Chryssa Zizos.

■ To subscribe

Subecription. are available by mail
at a cost of 81 par issue; 815 par
semester; or $30 per year payable
in advance.

Classified

Features
Selena Woody.

To place an ad
Display

News

Managing editor

DeVoncHolL

Stephen iJinhsm. Terry Stevens

George C. Westwater
32 Greenwell Park
Balgeddie Meadows,
Whinnyknowe, Glenrothes,
Fife, Scotland
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ones who created the chaos with their
past political programs. They are
jumping on the moral bandwagon now
in 1993. but we shouldn't forget that
these same politicians have long
laughed at moral standards and fan*
ily values since the 1960s. Should we,
then.be listening, or should we righUy
be listening to those who warned us so
long ago what the removal of morals
will do to a society?

HOW TO REACH US
■ To report a news
story or idea

(606)6221872

pen-friend, but I sincerely hope so.
Thanks for all your help and maybe
together we can help in strengthening
the close relationship between Scotland and the US A

.622-1489

■ To submit a column

The Progress gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed opinions in a column called
"Your Turn." Columns should be •
mailed to The Eastern Progress.
117 Donovan Annex. Eastern
Kentucky University. Richmond.
Ky. 40475. The deadline is noon
Monday prior to Thursdays publication. Columns win be printed in
accordance with available space.
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Jay Angel

At a non-traditional student, how will the new tuition increase affect

you?

Up to:
George A. Digenis

Down to:

The UK pharmacy professor has developed a contraceptive for women with a
good side effect: it lolls HI V,
the virus that causes AIDS.
Pending testing and approval,
the contraceptive could be
on the market by 1995.

The Texas billionaire tried
to recapture his down-home
charm during Tuesday's
NAFTA debate with vice
president Al Gore. Instead he
came off as a spiteful, insulting paranoid.

Ross Perot

Up to:
Rep. Hal Rogers
The congressman ensured
the placement of Interstate
66 from Pikeville to Bowling Green. The route will
likely be a great economic
southern parts of Kentucky.

Teaching shouldn't be a last resort
Angle Hatton

What a long
strange trip

history books as real people and
started to picture their emotions as
they fought wars and founded
countries.
On the other hand, I have had a
few leac hers who bored me to death
just because I could see the desire to
retire written in their eyes. They
don't enjoy their subjects or their
jobs and of course, their students
never develop an interest in the
subject
If someone decides to become a
teacher, be or she should have the
same commitment to the welfare of
their students my favorite teachers
have and vow never to bore the ir
students or become bored with the
tremendous job they chose.
They should honestly care about
die future of each of their students.
Children are the future, and their
education or lack thereof will decide
the outlook of the future.

By all means, if you care about
these things, you will make a great
teacher. So go for it
I think everyone, not just nuns
arid missionaries, has a calling.
Therefore, I want my children to
have teachers who feel their purpose
in life is to educate and encourage
children to team and to love
learning.
I don't want them lo be taught by
people who couldn't make it in
other majors when they were in
college.
Every day I think about how
much I enjoy journalism. I just can't
imagine doing anything else with
my life.
I would like lo think these
education majors are equally
dedicated to their professions. If
they aren't it's not going to ever
hurt them; it will bun the children
they will teach.
They should go into accounting
or art if they don't have strong
enough convictions 10 be good
teachers.
These are both important majors,
but they don't have such terrible
consequences if mistakes are made
in practicing these careers.
_

State's nature worth remembering
The time has come for reflection.
With a May graduation date
rapidly approaching, my days
roaming around "The Campus
Beautiful" are numbered.
I will, however, take with me a
certain amount of inspiration gained
from friends and educators I've
known here, as well as a measurable
amount of influence absorbed from
ever five years worth of texts,
lectures, essays and literature.
There's also been another
source of inspiration gained from
my yean here at die university
though. A kind which is all around,
but cannot be found in the classroom.
While the university is nestled
away in the hills of south-central
Kentucky, a fate which many
students dismiss aa a curse, I feel
we are lucky to have such an
environment for learning.
Take a stroll across campus
early in die morning during the peak
of autumn, and you will understand
what I'm talking about
Nature, in all its wondrous
amazement is rearing its head all

Tim Blum
My turn

around us, especially now, during
fall's encore.
The Pinnacles outside Berea are
a 15-minute drive away, and the
days spent hiking in those foothills
will always be a part of my education here.
Red River Gorge is a sanctuary
in itself and provides adequate relief
when the urge arises lo blow off
some stress, hike into the hills and
bark at the moon for a weekend.
Having shacked in a log cabin
on Herrington Lake in Mercer
County for a witter, I learned to
appreciate those crisp frosty
mornings sliding into frozen jeans
in front of the wood burning stove,
getting ready for an early Humanities class.
The Daniel Boone National
Forest covering parts of 16 counties

-How wont Rt I
might hava to drop
out of school."

boon to the southeastern and

Sugfcuioni for UPS A DOWNS n welcome. To make a migration call 622-1872.

I am amazed at how many
people in my high achool graduating
cla» have decided to become
teachers.
It seems that every time I run
into aomconc I haven't seen in a
while, he or she tell* me about plans
to become a teacher.
This is not just my graduating
class either. Several of the friends
I've made at Eastern have suddenly
decided to take up leaching as a
profession.
Usually, these people have had
three or four majors already, and
they seem to be falling back on
teaching as a last resort
Now, please don't get me wrong.
I am not knocking the teaching
profession by calling it a last resort.
I have extreme respect for almost
every teacher I've ever had.
I had a fourth grade teacher who
helped leach me how to act like a
lady when I was too much the
tomboy. I'll always think of Mrs.
Craft when I eat peas with a fork.
I had a high school history
teacher, Mr. Adams, who made me
use my imagination. I understood
history much better after I started
thinking about the people in my

-« will affect ma, but
1 don't mind paying
mot* H thay upgrade
the educational
system."

in the southeastern area of the state,
proves to be more than enough
forest to satisfy your backwoods
desires (although I wouldn't advise
you to go romping around strange
woods during harvest time.).
There's even a few secret places
tucked away in the woods just a few
miles from campus that you can
escape to when the time comes, but
they wouldn't be too secret if you
all knew about them.
For many of my peers,
Kentucky's natural wealth is no
secret since many have been born
and raised in these hills.
And though I've been in
Kentucky many years, I am not a
native of the Bluegrass and will
most likely be moving on following
commencement.
I have, however, learned lo
appreciate what the hills of Kentucky have to offer.
It is this priceless experience,
wonder and beauty that I will take
with me always.
Blum is a senior journalism
major from Richmond and is
graphics editor for the Progress.

Don't waste away in your dorm room.
Get valuable experience that
future employers will be
looking for.

Henry Smith, 30, nursing,
senior, Berea

Mary Wells, 31, psychology, freshman, Winchester

"How la R going to
benefit me? Is the
rise In tuition going
to get me the classes
I need to graduate?"

"ft Is eating Into my
Army Gl benefits for
education."

^m.

Cyd Huffman, 42, sociology,
senior, Ashland

11

Robert Curtis, physical
science, freshman, Paint
Uck
"I am a single
mother. I have four
children and I may
not be able to feed
them breakfast for
two weeks."

"His sad that the
state Is waging war
against people based
on the economy."

Gregg Peterson, 29, i
protection, Junior, Richmond

Jackie Thomas, 38, psychology, senior, Richmond
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36 Exposure

NOVEMBER

DM6

14, 1993

1.72
5.44
9.16

C-41 Processing Only.

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
is looking for eager,
reliable, hard-working,
students who are
interested in paid
positions as
advertising representatives.
Call Darren at 622-1881
or stop by
Donovan Annex 118
to find out more!

Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.,
Sun. II a.m. - 9 p.m.
820 Richmond By-Pass

WAL-MART
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 woids

New form makes financial aid easier
By DcVonc Holt
Nawtadkor

Students reapplying for financial
aid for the 1994-95 school year should
have fewer headaches this year, thanks
to a new renewal application offered
by the federal government
The renewal application is a condensed financial aid form for students
who have applied for and received
financial aid the year before.
Susan Luhman, assistant director
for student financial assistance, said
the application is designed to make
applying for rmancial aid easier for
students and to save costs for the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) federal agency.

Now instead of filling out federal mid-November through carry Decempapers for financial —Ittsnrxi each ber.
Students who are in default on
year, students will receive a renewal
application in the mail from the loans, have reported invalid addresses
or social security numbers and are
FAFSA.
The application is designed to make placed on drug abuse, overpayment or
applying lor federal aid simpler by verification hold files will not receive
asking students to answer 75 percent
students to
fewer questions, offering a smaller
opportunity for errors and increasing wait far the renewal application in the
mail instead of completing the FAFS A
the processing speed.
The FAFSA saves money through ajjBajaJn
Upon receiving the application in
the ncw renewal application by printing fewer federal applications for stu- the mail, students are to complete the
dents to complete and by hiring fewer form by following the instructions that
data entry workers to process the accompany it. Students are also encouraged to wait until Jan. lor later to
smaller applications.
The renewal applications are mail their applications to their particuscheduled lo be mailed to students by lar processing agency.

NEWS BRIEFS
■ Brockton resident
dies of natural causes

■ Fall financial aid
deadline Nov. 19

■ Ethics essay contest
open to runtime seniors

Keen Haverly. a 24-year-old junior with a history of medical problems,
died in her Brockton apartment Saturday of assumed natural causes.
Embry Curry, the Madison County
Coroner, said although the autopsy
report hasn't returned, he suspects
Haverly died of natural causes.
"No liquor or drugs were involved,
and we don't suspect foul play," Embry
said.
Ron Blanton, Haverly's husband,
found the body at approximately 10:30
p.m. after coming home from work.

Have you applied for federal financial aid and have yet to receive any
money?
It could be that you need to turn in
some additional in formation or forms.
All forms must be submitted to the
Division of Student Financial Assistance by Nov. 19 in order to receive
1993 fall semester assistance.
The Division of Student Financial
Assistance is located in Room 200 of
the Coates Building. Their mailing
address is Box 4A Coates Building
and the telephone number is 622-2361.

The 1994 ElieWiesel Prize in Ethics Essay Con test is open to all full-time
undergraduate seniors. To be eligible,
students must submit an original 3,0004,000-word essay by Jan. 14.1994. The
essays should discuss either the most
critical ethical problem in government,
professional or social life orthewaysin
which writers have addressed contemporary ethical dilemmas.
For more information contact The
Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity,
1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th
Floor. New York. New York 10036.

—By Devon* Holt

—By Brett Dunlap

—By Brett Dunlap

CURISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to
S2,000+/mo. Summer end Career employ
AA CRUISE * TRAVEL JOBS. EARN meat available. No experience neceaury.
$25MrMO ♦ TRAVEL THE WORLD For more information 1 -206-634-0468 ext.
FREE! (CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HA- C5534.
WAII. ASIA!) CRUISE LINES NOW FOR SALE.
HIRING FOR BUSY HOLIDAY.
SPRING AND SUMMER SEASONS. Spring Break! Panama City! 8 Deys
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT! Oceanview Room With A Kitchen! SI 191
Great Location! Walk To Bar*! Inchidei
CALL (919) 929-4398 ext. 38.
Discount Card! Hurry! Prices Increase 1/
SPRING
BREAK'M
•
SELL 1311-800-678-6386.
TRIPS .EARN CASH A GO FREE!!! Stndaat Travel Services is sow hiring campus ARC PoBMraakuM 41/2 * 3 months old.
fawn color. Call 623-8441 or 623-6489.
rece. Call 800-648-4849.

HELP WANTED.

BEACH Of SKI Group Promoter. Small 1987SCUOCCO -red. 16V, AC.Navy.nice.
or Larger groups. Yours FREE, dis- $4,000. Call 268-8221.
counted or CASH. Call CMI 1-800FRATERNITIES!
423-5264
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Sand long SASE
to: Country Living Shoppers. Dept A30,
P.O. Box 1779. Denham Springs. LA
70727-1779.

WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

SORORITIES!
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS!
Earn Money for your
Organization!
For more information
call 624-2724 or
1-800-ORDERDT

FUNDRAISERS.
GREEKS • CLUta*
RAISE UPTO$1,000INJUSTONEWEEKI
For your trsaarnay. sored* 8 dub. Pka
$1000 tor youraoN! And a FREETSHIRT
|ust tor caMng. 1 -800-802-0628. art 78.

GROUPS * CLUBS
RUM up to $500 $1500 in less dun a
week. Plus win a (rip to MTV SPRING
BREAK "94 * gat a PBEE T-Shirt tost for
celling. 1400*50-1039. Bat 85.

MISCELLANEOUS
SKVWVING INSTRUCTIONS
Train 8 Jump fw aama day tor ONLY $901
Laotaw-s Airport, US 28 Sout>.8miaatrom
By Pass, torn itohton Manssaus Rd Sat 8
Sun. 10 am. For Into, oaf (808) 8734911
or 988-8202 westands.
Coacratulatloas Skaat On Y«
gaaaaatat. From.. Your Buoy

Ea-

BIRTHDAYS.
Happy 38th Birthday Travai
Love Always, Tina
Happy 2*th Birthday, Swaaa BaraatttI
Now you're famous!
Happy Birthday Travla SaiKh
From Robin.

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
1st and Main:
What is th present day name for
Byzantium?
Last weeks answer: Eric Clapton

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader In college marketing
Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student lor the position ol campus rep
No sales Involved Place advertising on
bulletin boards lor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft
Great part-time k)b earnings Choose
your own hours. 4-B hours per week
required Cad:
Campus Hep Program
American Passage Media Corp
215 W Harrison. Seattle. WA 98119

Happy Birthday Angle!!!
Love, your roomie Shonda.
Happy Birthday Karla Jo!!!
From Shawn and Darian.

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost Gold coin ring with cat Loal in area
around library * Powell Bldg. REWARD
offered for return. Call3209.askforCamy.

)4I7-M34 tit 4444

WnWHSHSW

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
20% off
all regularly priced
Not valid with any other offers.

^j

^Total Body^ W
W
Tanning ^^^^

10% off
all lotions
• Hex bed available
• Walk-ins welcome
• Visa, Mastercard, Discover accepted

624-9351
636 University Shopping Center

Sera-Tec Biologicals

TAYLOR'S
We Have Plenty
Of Kegs In Stock!

DISCOUNT LIQUOR

BEER * WINE

Formerly Ernie and Joe's
"On Main Street - Across the Tracks"

Bud, Budlight & BudDry
12 pk bottles
$625
Bartles & James Wine Coolers
4 pk
$349
McCormick Vodka
fifth
$499
Jim Beam Travelers
fifth
$799
-Fire Water" (100 proof)
Cinnamon Schnapps
$1399
Natural Light
Keg
$3450

GO COLONELS!

wishes you a happy
upcoming Thanksgiving.
Now completely automated, faster and
safer. Receive $20 for first donation.
Ask about bonuses.
624-9814
292 South SecondSt.
RESERVE

OFFICERS

TRAINING

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from
any other college course ROTC
offers hands-on leadership training Training that gives you
experience and helps build self-

confidence, character and management skills. All the credentials
employers look for ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about 4
hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course

ARMY ROTC
TOE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAM TAIL

623-3283

CORPS

For details, visit 516 Begley Building or call
622-1211

m
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Carousel Liquor

POLICE BEAT

CLINTON: Eastern economics
chair cays NAFTA is a good idea

Compiled by Brett Dunlap

foHowlns. reports have beca
filed with the uaWersrty's dlvWoa of
pnhHc safety:
TIM

Oct. 28:
Vera Walker, 18. Wallers Hall,
reported her necklace, cosmetics and
$105 in cash were stolen from her
room.
Larry HoMea Jr.. 19. Keene Hall,
was arrested for disregarding a traffic
control device and operating on a
suspended licence.

conduct,

Conttnuad from front page

Nov. 5:
Jeffery D. Perry. 19, Waddy, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication. He also reported being
assaulted.

the loss of jobs ao Mexico.
Clinton also said die passage
of NAFTA would force the European Comm uni ty and Japan to deal
with a much larger trading bloc in
North America, opening up more
markets 10 American manufacturers.
About 100 of the workers
present during Clinton's speech
came from four other Kentucky
firms. DataBeam Corp. of Lexington, Monarch Tool and Manufacturing Co. of Covington, and Rand
McNally A Co. and Texas Instruments Inc., both of Versailles, were
each represented by a group of
employees.
Despite worries that the passage of NAFTA would lead American manufacturers to Mexico for
cheaper workers, vice president and
general manager of Lexmark's
Kentucky facility William Vennes
said that isn't a consideration with
his company.
"We have no plans to set up a
factory in Mexico," Vennes said.
Although many critics of
NAFTA worry that America can't
keep up with global competition,
Vennes said he is confident in bis
firm's ability to compete with any
company in the world, and he would
welcome any new competition
sparked by NAFTA

Court dectsloas

The following reports appearing in
"Police Beat" have been resolved in
Madison District Court. These folio wap reports represent only the judge's
decision in each case.

Oct. 29:
Rosa Bradley, 22, Commonwealth
Hall, reported someone had denied Ins
vehicle while it was parked in the
Commonwealth Hall parking lot.
Melanle Tyner-Wllaon. 49.
Richmond, reported someone split the
plastic rear window of her convertible
top while her vehicle was parked on
Park Drive.

Keith A. Holllfleld. 20, Richmond.
charges of alcohol intoxication will be
dismissed after he completes 20 hours
of community service.
Bryan Ray me r. 21. Todd Hall, was
found guilty of alcohol intoxication.
Charges of disorderly conduct were
dismissed.
William J. Murrell. 19. Brockton.
charges of aggravated assault, resisting
Nov. 2:
arrest and contempt of court were
Kirk Jones. 34. Richmond,
dismissed.
reported his license plate and license
EIM R. SoMer. 19. Miamisburg.
plate decal were stolen from his vehicle Ohio, was found guilty of alcohol
while it was parked in the Daniel
intoxication.
Boone parking lot.
Tommy S. Booker, 23, Lexington
was found guilty of criminal trespassNov. 3:
ing, third degree.
Rodger Carpenter, Brockton,
David H. Garrett, 21. Todd Hall, was
reported someone had stolen a steel
found guilty of alcohol intoxication.
pole from the Powell East parking lot
Scott A. Leslie. 23. Keene Hall, was
Angela Markus, 23. Walters Hall,
found guilty of alcohol intoxication.
had a tire cut from her vehicle while it
Gary M. Watklns, 22. Keene Hall,
was parked on Kit Carson Drive.
was found guilty of alcohol intoxicaWilliam L. McGregory. 19.
tion
Louisville, was arrested and charged
Robert T. Hunter. 20, Lexington,
with disorderly conduct.
was found guilty of disregarding a
Arturlus Juane Hortoa, 20,
traffic control device and unlawful use
Louisville, was arrested and charged
and possession of an altered driver's
with alcohol intoxication, disorderly
license.
conduct and attempted assault.
Tracy Warren, 22. Clay Hall,
Tim D. Hampton. 20, O' Donnell
charges of theft of mail matter were
Hall, was arrested for disorderly
dismissed.

Why Air Your Dirty
Laundry In Public?

Regis Hairstylists

$39
Long hair or specialty wrap EXTRA.

624-0066
OCEANFRONT
TAN-IN

Eastern department of economics chair James F. O'Connor said,
overall, NAFTA will help the
economies in all countries involved.
"NAFTA's a good idea,"
O'Connor said. "Its effects will be
seen over a number of years, and it
will benefit both the U.S. and
Mexico. In the short run, there will
be winners and losers."
O'Connor said it is important
to realize that lower wages don't
always mesa a lower coat of tabor.
"Wage rates are about five
times higher in the U.S. than in
Mexico, but productivity is also
many times higher in the VS.,"
O'Connor said.
He said actual production costs
are often lower in the U.S. because
there is more capital per worker
here, and each worker is more
highly trained than workers in
Mexico.
O'Connor said he dunks the
most surprising aspect of NAFTA
hat been the controversy it has
stirred up, because the proposal
won't have any drastic consequences in the U.S. or Mexico.
"NAFTA is not the second coming," O'Connor said. "It's amazing
to me that this has become such a
major political fight."

kegs fan town!
Bud and Bud light $49.90 Milwaukee
Old lvttwaukee $22.95
Cash deposit required
&%9_l\*BA

Musi Have 21 l.D.

623-0354

GUYS CUTS
$9
GIRLS WET CUT
$•
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15

With Student I.D.
112 ST. GEORGE ST
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

,-., -..-OX J-JfO 1

( D\]IM III i u \i)in &
Din ( I EANING SERVICI

JACK'S CLEANERS

Perm Sale Nov. 15 - 24

Richmond Mall
Walk-Ins Welcome

"We're looking all over the
worklevery day," Vennes said "It's

(Next to Toyota South)

Lei us do your waVi lor you became you've
got belter Dungs to do!

•Wash, Dry, Fold/Hang
•Shirts Starched
•Same Day Service
•Leather Cleaning
•Alterations
•Silk Cleaning
205 Water Street
623-6244
210 St. George Street
624-4268

Proudly introduces

NIT
WAVE
Hair Designs
521 Leighway Drive
Richmond, KY 40475
623-4777
Manager/Stylist • Robert R Burns

Richmond's Newest Full-Service Salon
Manager's Specials

$10 Off Any Highlight
-Call for appointment Expires 11-24-93
m _ Authorized byjlobcrt P. Bums

Open 7 days a week

\

$10 Off
-Call for appointment Expires 11-24-93
Authorized by Robert P. Bums

Late appointments available

Join now with this great introductory offer

$10.99*
per month

Reduce Blood Pressure
Reduce Cholesterol
Raise Energy Level
Free Child Care
Look Better
Feel Better
1st month only

CELEBRATE ON US!

coLDMjDALuoN vVith A FREE Gift

Join us in celebrating our Gold Medallion Award for meeting Merle
Norman's standards of excellence and bringing you unsurpassed
personal service. For a limited time, receive an exclusive Gold Medallion
Gift, yours free with a $14.50 cosmetic purchase.* Hurry in and register
to win in our Luxiva skin care drawing, and take this golden opportunity
to celebrate on us!
•Bring this coupon to redeem your free gift with purchase: Luxiva Skin Refining Cleanser. Remarkable Finish
Liquid Makeup, Luxiva Energizing Concentrate, and a full-size Color Rich Lipcreme. One per customer at
participating Studios while supplies last Details for drawing at participating Studios.

mERLE noRmnrr

COSMETIC

Keeping Kentucky Fit Since 1981"
2100 vcrsaMtes Rd.
Lexington
252-5121

302 W. Main St.
Frankfort
502-227-4523

STUDIOS

106 St. George Street
624-9825
Mon - Frl. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.. Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

^m, MOmwtaMmiM,
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News
services SHOOTING: Police suspect slingshot used, not gun

KERA revised to include
for those children in state custody
By Brett Dunlap
Assistant news editor

When KERA. the Kentucky Educational Reform Act, was passed in
1990, it left out a group of 2,000 children who are under the state'sjcustody,
according loBruccWolford, director of
the Kentucky Educational Collaborative for State Agency Children
(KECSAC).
The term "state agency children"
refers lo those kids who have had trouble
with the law and have gone through the
court system. They have committed
offenses that would be considered a
criminal act if they were adults and
were placed under the stale's custody
and put into rehabilitation facilities.
In 1992, Sen. Edward Ford, chairman of the stale's education committee,
informed the stale government these
children were not included in the KERA
reforms. So Senate Bill 260 was passed,
which brought these children into the
reforms and established KECSAC.
Wolford said the purpose of
KECSAC is to provide educational services lo children under the stale's custody.Thc program is run under Eastern's
College of Law Enforcement's Training Resource Center.
"These kids have a lot of problems,
low reading level, history of special
education, they have used and abused
alcohol and drugs and half of them have
been physically and sexually abused,"
said Wolford. "These are all problems
that can interfere with gelling an education."
He said many of these kids have
great potential for learning, but with all
the problems the children have to deal

"
When these children are put
Into state facilities... for the time
being they are safe and It Is easier
to teach them.
ff
— Bruce Wolford, KECSAC director
with, it takes their attention away from
their schoolwork.
"When these children are put into
the state facilities, we know they are
getting three decent meals and a place to
sleep," said Wolford. "For the time
being they are safe, and it is easier to
teach them."
The three main goals of KECSAC
is to deliver high quality services, to
make sure the program is administered
properly so the children will get everything they are entitled to and to measure
the level of performance and success
with each student, he said.
Wolford said the program is still in
the developmental stages. They have
been collecting data and visiting state
facilities where the children are located
to study how the facilities are set up and
how KECSAC will go about implementing their plans.
Libby Fernandez, chairperson of
the KECSAC Advisory Board, said iheir
main job is to make sure the KERA
reforms serve the stale agency children.
They coordinate, advise and make recommendations on legislation that comes
in regarding these children.
"I want to make sure these kids can
get the same educational opportunities
as everyone else in the state," said

Fernandez. "I want to make sure everything available in a public school is
made available to these kids in state
agency programs."
Fernandez said since she is a mother
of a child who was in a slate agency for
behavioral problems, she has a better
understanding of what is needed and
how these children can best be served.
"This is the last stop for these kids
to give them a chance to turn their lives
around." she said "If not, then it will be
the taxpayers who will end up supporting them in the prisons."
Wolford said the program is trying
lo give the minors some form of success while they are still young.
'The hope is to turn some of them
around so they will be able lo lead
productive lives," he said.
Wolford said KECSAC'smain job
is to manage the work with the social
services, teachers and administrators
working together and keeping the focus on helping the children.
"If you put them in a safe environment and surround them with supportive people, they can start to experience
some success in school," Wolford said.
"If we can just turn some of these kids
around, it would be a tremendous savings lo our society."

Continued from Front page

Jason Sialon, a commuter from
Winchester who was visiting friends on
the third floor of O'Donnell Hall during
the time the shots were fired Monday
night, doesn'tbelieve any gunshots were
fired from O'Donnell Hall.
"If they fired the gun from in here,
I would have heard it," Staton said.
He believes the shots were fired
from the Ellendale Parking Lot, which
is located in between Todd and
O'Donnell Halls, in a drive-by form.
Robert Raisor, a fourth floor resident of O'Donnell Hall, also thinks the
shots were fired from elsewhere.
"Nobody on this floor said they
heard anything," he said. "And if a
gunshot fired on this floor, I know I
would have heard it."
Regardless of where the shots were
fired from, the incidents have prompted
a great deal of concern for the safety of
the Todd Hall residents with rooms
facing O'Donnell Hall.
"This is driving us (Todd Hall staf 0
crazy, "said Fred Si/cm ore, aTotkl Hall
resident assistant "We can't figure any
of this out All we can do is speculate."
SuQon initially believed that the shots
were fired in a personal attack against him.
butsoon retracted that belief after the other
two shots were reported
Assuming that the shots are being

Progress/JAY ANGEL
This bullet hole Is one of three that now decorate the windows
of the side of Todd Hall that faces O'Donnell Hall.

fired randomly at the windows, the
Todd Hall staff ordered emergency
floor meetings to personally inform
all of the residents about the incidents.
Sizemore said the staff is advising all
the men to stay away from their windows,
keep their shades down and limn their
light usage at night because all of the shots
were fired at windows that had raised
blinds and lights turned on.
Walker said there are no suspects

at this time, but encourages students to
report any information they have to
public safety.
Although an ongoing investigation
has produced a suspect, police are asking
anyone with any knowledge on the incidents lo report it lo Walker at 622-2821.
"We really hope people will come
forward," Walker said. "Because if
someone gets killed, we'll have a really bad situation to deal with."

HOMEMADE ITALIAN
WITHOUT THE HOMEWORK.
Real Italian Lasagna for just $3.69
And unlimited breadsticks with every dine-in entree

SERVING

Time is
running

out!

RICHMOND/EKU CAMPUS

623-0030
OPEN DAILY AT 11 00 AM FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT!

ML

Real Italian. Real Fast

M

CAMPUS
SPECIALS

441 Leighway Drive/624-0884

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD PRESENTS

(ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY)

«t>
10" SMALL
CHEESE

12" MEDIUM
CHEESE

$A99

$*99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

69<

99<

2

3

14"
LARGE CHEESE

$JI99

4

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

$1.19

So come on
over to the
Progress

office (118
Donovan)
and turn
In your
Progress
staff

Available Topping*: Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Ham,
Ground Beef, Green Olives, Black Olives, Bacon, Banana Peppers I

<&

8" CLASSIC STEAK

&3QS

NO COUPON NECESSARY JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS!

H

application.
For more
information,]
call

THURSDAY • NOVEMBER 11
KEEN JOHNSON BALLROOM
CENTER I

622-1881.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

As seen on "Comedy On The Road," "Evening At The Improv"
and on the Arts and Entertainment Channel

9:00 PM
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Don't Miss It!
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Financial aid director
retires after 28 years
By Brett Dunlap
Assistant news editor
Keeping busy.
That is how Herbert Vescio is describing his upcoming retirement. After
28 years at Eastern, the 63-year-old
Vicco. Ky., native is stepping down
from his position as director of financial
aid and retiring to concentrate on enjoying his life.
"I've spent 37 years in the profession,'' said Vescio. "I had a massive
heart attack and open heart surgery a
few years ago, and now I just want to get
out and enjoy life."
Vescio received his B.S. in industrial arts from Eastern in 1957 and his
MS. in*counseling and administration
from Eastern in 19S8. He taught drafting and electronics at Madison Central
High School. He was principal of Daniel
Boone Elementary in Richmond for
four years.
"I was a pre-engineering major when
I was first in college," he said. "I had to
take drafting and other industrial arts
courses which I really enjoyed.
"I have always enjoyed working
with young people so I changed over to
education.''
In 1966, Dr. Robert R. Martin asked
him to come to Eastern and work with
the department which handled financial
aid and college school relations.
Vescio said back then, financial aid

CRAZY BREAD*

was a much smaller department. They
only had $600,000 a year to work with
and only three programs to deal with.
Nowadays, he said there are 60-some
different steps a student has to do before
getting any financial aid, and he doesn't
see it improving in the near future.
"As the cost goes up, we're going to
have a gap between what the neediest
people need and what they are able to
pay,*' said Vescio.
Vescio has also given his time to
being involved in Link League, consulting student financial aid offices,
judging woodworking for 4- H, the Boy
Scouts and working with the parks and
recreation commission.
Woodworking is his best-loved
project. He doesn't like huge projects,
like furniture, just something he can do
in a couple of days, like letter holders.
"Large projects take time," he said.
"I like to do something over a weekend."
Vescio said there has never been
anything he wasn't able to accomplish.
Sometimes it just took more time than
he thought.
"Sometimes we would have programs that we wanted to do in six
months, and it ended up taking two
years to get done," he said. "The computer system we use took longer to put
in than we fust thought."
Over the years, Vescio said the financial aid office has tried to secure as

VNiih purchase t>l I HO small one lopping |>i//.i»"'
for onh $5.49 plus lux.
i ••! piece order. *• excludes extra cheese)
Valid W il ll I tumuli nil! N.
♦23-0771
539 Mahaffey Dr.

Little Caesars

_____

y
matrix
ESSENTIALS
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP

Herbert Vescio has been working In education for 37 years. He
spent 28 of those years with Eastern's financial aid department.
much money as possible for the students who need it He is very proud of
his hard-working staff, who he attributes
much of his success to.
"We have one of the best financial
aid offices in the state," he said. "All of
our people are respected by others nationally.''
Vescio said people need to treat
their jobs like a hobby and have fun with
it, devoting their time to other things
they enjoy doing.
Dr. Tom Myers, vice president of
student affairs, said it was going to be
hard to replace Vescio.

"He has given 28 years to that office," Myers said. "I want to continue
that caliber of expertise in this office."
He said applications will be taken,
and a new director will be appointed by
next spring.
Vescio say s he is going to be taking
life one day at a time while keeping
himself busy. He said he will continue
to do financial aid consulting, stay involved in little league and the parks and
recreation committee and spend a lot of
time with his six granddaughters.
"I just want to keep busy and not get
bored," Vescio said.

said the students who participated in the
protest are lo be com mended.
"It's not much more to look forward to, but students should be proud
because they represented themselves
well," he said.
Edwards isn't calling it quits
though. The Board of Student Body
Presidents, on which he serves as liaison with the Council on Higher Education, is currently in the process of
devising strategics for another protest
aimed at state legislators.

i
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Progress staff report
The Council on Higher education released the Baseline Accountability Report of Kentucky Higher
Education Monday.
The report details aspects of the
slate's public university system
ranging from faculty workloads to
graduation rates to alumni satisfaction with alma maters.
Jim Clark, director of planning
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CUT LOOSE

TUITION: Monday's CHE meeting made tuition raise official
Regardless if another protest aimed at
Continued from front page
Kentucky legislators is unsuccessful at
Accountability study released
schools presented strong cases oppos- halting another tuition increase, Edwards
ing the increase during the committee's
public hearing.
Considering the strength of the
protest. Snider suggests that the students not give up their fight, but change
opponents.
"The council is sympathetic to the
plight of the students," Snider said.
"But what they need to do now is talk
with the legislators of Kentucky" and
attempt to convince them to supply
more state funds instead of increasing
tuition.

___■_

Freedom. That's what you want and you get it with
VaVooml* The freedom to change and have any look
you wish. Be styled or be wild. With VaVooml it's easy.
Shampoos, conditioners and finishers give you freedom
of choice. Let us show you how. Come in today.

and budget for Eastern and a member of the Kentucky Accountability Committee responsible for the
report, said it is a solid study, considering it is the first of its kind.
"I think it's a very effective
communication tool," Clark said.
"Thai's probably its greatest asset"
Look for a complete graphic
breakdown of the report in next
week's Progress.

JCPenney Styling Salon
Students show your EKU I.D. and receive
20% off services every Thursday.

01M2. JCPannty Company, hie.
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PERSONALIZED

_t

Richmond Mall
624-3501

. _

COLOR CALENDARS
Gift Wrap Your
Memories.
Just bring us your favorite
photos, and well turn them into
a personalized gift calendar that
reminds people of a lot more
than just the date.
SAVE UP TO $5 ON
PERSONALIZED CALENDAR
Bring this coupon into your nearest Kinko's and save on a
personalized photo calendar. Save S2 on a yearly calendar
(x $5 on a monthly calendar. We cannot reproduce
copyrighted photos without permission. One coupon per
customer Not valid with other offers Good through
January 18,1994

kinko's

For Creating Unique (lifts for
Friends, Family, or Business

Your branch office
244 Richmond Mall
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

L_.

STORE HOURS:
Mon - Fri
7 am - 9 pm
Sat
9 am - 9 pm
Sun
12:30 pm - 6 pm

I

Personalized
Color Calendars

KINKO'S COPIES

244
Richmond Mall

"Your Student Copy Center"

Fax Number;

Phone Number;
606-624-0237

606-623-9588
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Chad Williamson

prepares to take
Me first Jump, then
experiences his
first leap (right).
Progress/KELLY
TALIAFERRO

Writer experiences wonder of flight for first time
By Chad Williamson
Accent editor

Inside
■ EKU Wind Ensemble will
perform at Brock.
See PREVIEW, B2.
■ Drama depart*
ment crowns "Oedipus Rex". See
ARTS, B3.
■ Thelma
rolls with 74 years
of education
changes. See
PEOPLE, B4.
■ Aviation team
soars high at
national competition. See ACTIVITIES, B5
■ Roommates
share cross country dream. See
SPORTS, B7.
Did you know?
■ Tomorrow is the
48th birthday of Neil
Young, born in
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. Proclaimed the "Godfather of Grunge" at
this year's MTV
Music Awards,
Young is known for
the songs "Harvest
Moon," The Needle
and the Damage
Done" and "This
Note's For You."

Next week

■ A shot In Dallas

look out below

At 3,000 feet above southern Madison County
I sat on my hands and knees, cramped for space as
the little Cessna 182 sped through the sky at 70
mph.
Maybe this isn't the great idea it once was, I
thought to myself as as the pilot reached over from
the stick of the plane and growled, "Out on the
step."
I bowed my head, held my breath and took the
plunge of a lifetime.

Lackey's Airport
Jumps are administered at the
airport on weekends at 10 a.m.,
weather permitting. Lackey's is
located about 6 miles south of
Richmond on Menelaus Road off of
U.S. 25. Jumps are offered on a
first-come, first-serve basis.

Bad Weather
The day had begun miserable and cold, a thin
sheet of snow on the ground, chilled breath hanging heavy in the air as I drove out to Lackey's
Airport. At the end of a din runway was a trailer
with a sign that said "Thunderbird Sport Parachute Club."
Inside were two men, one older and one
younger, huddled around a heater for warmth. "So
you really want to jump today?" the older man,
Thunderbird owner and jumpmaster Dick Stoops,
asked. I nodded. "Well," he said, "we'll see what
we can do."
Stoops, a retired lieutenant colonel and veteran of over 1,500 jumps, was a member of the
82nd Airborne in the Vietnam War. He began
sport parachuting in 1973 and opened the
Thunderbird Parachute Club in 1978.
I watched as Stoops and Mark Wright, his
assistant, worked on packing a reserve chute. I
warmed myself by the heater and resigned myself
to the fact that I would be the only person crazy
enough to want to jump in weather like this when
someone else walked in.
"So is this where you skydive?" Erie Snider, a
psychology major from ML Sterling, said.
The chance to skydive for Snider was a birthday present from his friends. Until he finally
decided that he was actually going to jump today,
nine of his friends had planned on joining him in
the adventure.
"I just want to jump out of an airplane," he
said. "I want to do it for the adrenaline."

-ElmoStoops explained to us that our first jump
would be from 3,000 feet (rather than the 1,000
feet used by the Army to train airborne Rangers)
using a model T10 Army surplus parachute with a
belly reserve chute.
Our first jump would be a static line jump,
which meant our main parachute pack would be
attached to an anchor point in the plane.
If everything went well the parachute would
open automatically within two seconds.
To demonstrate the procedure. Sloops introduced us to "Elmo," a fuzzy red doll of the
"Sesame Street" character equipped with goggles
and a static line chute.
If the main chute didn't open within six seconds, we were instructed to use the reserve chute.
If a jumper froze up and couldn't pull the reserve,
the chute would open automatically, thanks to the
"sentinel," an electronic device that measures

Cost
A jumper's first drop costs $90 and
includes the following:
4 hours pre jump trahdng
Army surplus lumping boots
Modal T10 Army surplus

/

Meneleusw
Progress/JAY ANGEL
Chad Williamson receives Instruction on
his reserve chute from Dick Stoops.
altitude and air speed.
At 1,000 feet, the sentinel would Tire an explosive charge that would pull the reserve pin and
open the canopy.
"Realistically, you could be unconscious from
the time you leave the plane and still land in decent
shape," Stoops said. "But you never want to bet
your life on a little Mack box."

Look, pull, punch
Dressed in jumpsuits and boots, we began the
hands-on training. We were suspended in mockup parachute harnesses while they explained the
counting procedure.
After jumping trom the step, we were to count
"1,000, 2,000..." to "6,000." If our chute hadn't
opened by then, we were to pull the reserve chute
and pound it to make sure it deployed. As we were
told, "Look, pull, punch!"
We would have constant radio contact with
Wright on the ground. His job was to help direct
us in where to steer the chute.
We were strapped into parachuting gear and
practiced exiting the plane, and then practiced
parachute landing falls (PLFs).
By then, the skies had cleared and sunlight cut
through the distant clouds. Stoops and the pilot
took the plane up to find the ceiling. It was time.

"Dear God"
We were given radios that would put us in
constant contact with Wright at the drop zone. In
full gear, we crowded into the liny plane—Stoops,
Snider, Progress photographer Kelly Taliaferro
and myself.
Stoops flew the plane as we circled the drop
zone, an orange cross in the middle of a cow
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pasture, and we turned on our radios and climbed
up to 3,000 feet.
Snider was the first to go. Nervousness
brimmed on his face as Stoops threw open the
door and told him to get out. He simply smiled,
stepped out and let go. His chute bloomed open
within two seconds.
The plane did another turn around the drop
^■)a
zone. I prayed quickly and silently as Stoops
hooked my static line to the anchor point.
The door opened and Stoops barked to me,
"On the step!" I took a deep breath and moved
slowly onto the step. I looked back and Stoops
said, "Go!"
I felt myself let go off the wing prop and felt
my body plunge toward the earth. There was a
sudden jerk on my body and I looked up to see the
olive drab color of my chute fill the sky. It was a
beautiful sight to behold.
9
' I floated in absolute silence for almost a minute,
siari ng at the scene below me, an entire technicolor
world of autumn at my feet. The sound of my radio
broke the quiet as Wright said, "Looking good.
Jumper No. 2. Give me a hard right."
Using the toggle cords, I guided the parachute
under his orders, all the while loving the adrenaline buzzing through my body, feeling the absolute thrill of flight. The earth grew closer and
closer.
Progress/JAY ANGEL
I stated out at the horizon as I brought together
Chad
Williamson
floats
softly to the
my legs and feet to help absorb the shock of
ground
after
his
first
experience
impact and felt the thud of solid earth beneath my skydiving.
feet.
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Announcements

If you are looking for a
major, be sure to attend the
Career Counseling Seminar
(GCS199). Classes beginJan.
6. If you have any questions,
call 1303.
TheartofYukoFuchigami
and Toi Ungkavatannapong
win be displayed in the Giles
Gallery, located in the
Campbell Building, through
Nov. 23.

PREVIEW
To feast for a day

The sociology club ii
sponsoring a T-shirt design
contest Anyone interested
should design • shin logo or
slogan far the club by Nov.
12 and submit it to the club in
Keith 224.

University students who cannot go home
for Thanksgiving Break, especially international students, are invited to join together for food and fellowship at the Bapt i s t Student Center for a noontime dinner on Nov. 25. Reservations for
f
the dinner must be made by
tcalling 1478 by Nov. 19.
submitted to the Division of Student Financial Assistance,
Coates 200. by Nov. 19. Call
2361 for more information.

perform at 7:30 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium.

FRIDAY/12
Deadlines

The EKU Libraries are holdThe deadline for students
ing a contest to name the EKU to make November break
OPAC, and design a logo to be housing reservation is4 p.m.
used in conjunction with the Non-refundable pro-payname. The contest will end Nov. ment is required.
19. A $50 cash prize will be
awarded, and winners will be Uve Entertainment
announced after Thanksgiving
Sullivan Hall will be hostBreak. Entry forms can be ing the Tom Cruise movie
picked up at the Circulation desk night in its lobby at 7 p.m."
of the Crabbe Library.

Tutors are needed for elementary and GED students
for the spring semester. Training is provided and tutors will
receive upper division elective credit. Sophomores with
a 2.S cumulative GPA may
contact Nancy Thames at
Combs 423 or by phone at
6543 or 6556.
Clubs/Meetings
1
The Golden Key club will
Volunteers are needed by
Nov. 12 for the Student Soci- meet at 7 pjn. in Wallace 445.
ology Association's Bachelor
Chi Alpha BiWe Study meets
Auction. Call Arlenea Todd
at 2619 or Reid Luhman at in Combs 213.
1652.

TODAY/11.

Uve Entertainment

All forms for Pall 1993
Financial Assistance must be

Send your
■nnouiKWiienti to
Selene Woody or
Doug Repp et 117

Paul Vance, cellist, and
Hayward Mkkens, pianist, will

SATURDAY/13
Clubs/Meetings
The Richmond Kiwanis
Club will be sponsoring its
annual Pancake Day at 7pm.
at the Baptist Student Center. Admission is S3 adults
and SI.50 children.

( l\[ MARK

Toiune Cinema

Donovan Annex
before noon Monday.

Main St. • 623-5832
Ipaalai Frltfai, Naa. 12th
■ ■■■■■r

Llalttf

lowship Sunday School will
be held at 9:30 a.m. in the
Uve Entertainment
Bumam Hall lobby.
The EKU Wind Ensemble
MONDAY/IS wiU be perforating at7:30pjn.
in Brock Auditorium.

T.

•II Stats $1.51
It 7:15 t 9:15 Nlietli
Hatlaaa Uaaa| I » S a.m.
Macaulay
Culkln

Uve Entertainment

The universky Dance The- Clubs/Meetings
atre will be sponsoring counChristian Student Fellowtry/western dance step lessons ship will meet at 7 pjn. at the
from 8 to 11 p.m. in the Weaver Daniel Boone Statue.
Gym. Admission to the event
Phi Sigma will have its
is $3 for students and $5 for
Holiday Plant Sale today and
non-students.
Nov. 18 on the first floor of
the Moore Science Building.

TUESDAY/16

Lectures
Hal Blythe, Andrew
Hamack, Ordelle G. Hill and
Robert W. Win, four university professors, will speak
about their recently published
books at 3:30 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building.
Dr. Kazutake Miyaharaand
Dr. Robert Sharp will be speaking on "U.S.-Japan Trade
War?" at 6:30 p.m. in the
Jaggers Room of the Powell
Building.

Channel 40
Movie Schedule
Thursday
First show: Bebe's Kids
Second show: Grand Canyon
Friday
First show: Bebe's Kids
Second show: Grand Canyon

m
GOOD SON
the

NO PA5SfS**N0 PASSCS.N0 SUPERSAVERS

fTTTTTTTTTI

I ni\iTsit\ ( inemas
University Shopping Center (behind UBS)
IIISTII ALLEY

LOOK WHO'S
Nightly 7:15 TALKING
Sat & Sun.
1:45 4 7:15 NOW!
lPG-13

II1

623-7070

SJHE^IE

i

O

FREE MOVIES!
See our customer appreciation
ad this

TYTTTTTTTTTTTTYYTYYYTTT

Sunday
First show. The Gods Must
Be Crazy
Second show: Bebe's Kids

Monday
Fust show: Used People
Jeffrey Boord-DiU will Second show: Cool World

speak on "Oedipus in Production'' at 3:30 p.m. in Crabbe Wednesday
Library 108.
Fust show: Best of the Best
Second show: Used People

Uve Entertainment

The EKU Jazz Ensemble The first show begins at 7:30
SUNDAY/14
will be performing at7:30pjn. p.m and the second argil
Clubs/Meetings
right after the first i
Christian Student Fel- in Brock Auditorium.

crls & ca
Sjosters
-shirts
BUY/SELL TRADE
623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Pizn Hut

xxxxrxxxxxxxxzxrxxsxx

Customer Appreciation
Week

RECORD TOWNS ST0REWIDE

MOVIES!
STARTS FRIDAY
FREE ADMISSION

Son In Law

.

IPG-I3I

Nightly 7
Sat. A Sun. 3 & 7

Sleepless In
Seattle fro]

FRIDAY, 11/12 ONLY! 10am-9pm

Nightly 9:15
Sat. & Sun. 9:15

3 —^—~-

Every cassette and compact disc in the store is on sale!

1 Snow White

Sat. A Sun. 1 & 5

• I nivcrsitt ('inemas ♦
• I ni\<iMi\ Shopping! <■nii-i
• (behind I Its* 623-707(1

*
♦

We'll Cut
Your Photos
In Half.

EVERY
CASSETTE

REG.

'7.99

Save Wc on the cost of your photo
processing. Just bring in this
coupon, along with any roll of film,
We'll process your photos with
quality AGFA paper and chemicals.
Then, we'll help you cut a few
corners by cutting the price in half.

$499
$599

•8.99

'10.49
■
J
I
aj
■
j
I

NOW ONLY!

$399
1.99

■
j
I
|

1 AGFA 4>!

NOW!

9

HP
$■

'10.99

ALL OTHER CASSETTES AND COMPACT
pearijai

II AT O' IT O"

'" . t

klH! 30% OFF REGULAR

'

■ I0THIIIG ESCAPES AGFA FILM g

■

1 Stop Photo
Richmond Mall

623-7470
One roll per coupon.
Single prints only.

i■
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C*aa».i ta uMbaid •ith mrj other oOcr
A|fi A glacials ant Agfacolaiarr re |>rtered
VMfcawrfcj of Agfa Grvavn AG/NV
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We'll beat any
competitor's
price by 50%
with this ad!

AND MAXELL CD-340 LASER LENS

ONLY "9.99 EACH

ON SALE
$1ML

Richmond, Richmond Mall, 623-0435
Sale prices good Friday 11/12 Only.
Store Hours: 10:00am-9:00pm

c:i

IIMIiaMIMCIriliainllVMI

Nightly 9:30
Sat. A Sun.
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i Top 10
2. Ruah. •Countacp.rta3 Too Short. "Oat in *»»•»• you **4. INXS. 1=i* Moon. Dirty Hoarta'
5. COMMON Thmdl "Eagle* TMbuaV
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entertainmc

ARTS

e.BobDytan.-Wortdoooo^
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Don't let MTV decide
your musical tastes

TUFF GUYS

Tuff, from loft, art Jorge DeSalnt, Dan Wilder, Stevle Rachelle and Jlml Hurst.
Photo aubmkwd

'Riff brings tour through Phone Three
By Shannon Conley
Staff writer

On Monday, Grand Slam recording artists Tuff made their first
appearance in Kentucky.
For those of you who aren't in
the know. Tuff rode the wave of
glam pop-metal bands out of Hollywood. The band has since shed the
makeup and leather for a looser Tshirt and shorts look.
After being out of the scene for
almost two years, they've hit the
concert trail in support of their new,
as of yet unreleascd, un titled album.
"We're doingakind of pre-tour,"
said singer Stevie Rachelle. "Our
record's coming out sometime in
January.*

The lineup is rounded out by guitarist Jorge DeSaint, and Dan Wilder
and Jimi Hurst on bass and skins respectively.
After local favorites Jettus warmed
up the sizeable crowd. Tuff hit the
stage at about 10:30 p.m. with a new
tune, "God Bless This Mess."
Tuff mixed in a variety of new
tunes as well as cuts off of their wellreceived first album. "What Comes
Around Goes Around."
Despite never touring in this area
and little crowd enthusiasm, they put
on an intense and lively performance.
Formed in 1987, they've had plenty
of time to hone their stage show.
This fact was evident in their crowd
interaction as they segued into their
tune "Lonely Lucy" by telling their

Thursday. November 11.1903
Doup Rapp. Arts editor

own perverted version of Charlie
Brown and the Peanuts comic strip.
"Were reallyexcited about playing out here in Kentucky," said
DeSaint.
The only part of the evening that
was less than stimulating was. the
introduction of the band. Normally,
this would be no problem, even
slightly necessary, but when it happens between every song, repeatedly, ittends to get real old, real fast
They saved their No. 3 MTV hit,
"I Hate Kissing You Goodbye" until
the end, but their catch-all teenage
anthem "All New Generation" was
the set closer.
Overall, their enthusiasm and
friendly nature made for an enjoyable Monday evening.

Here today, gone tomorrow.
Or so it seems with a lot of today' s
music and all the hype whipped up by
that infamous musk television channel we all know as MTV.
MTV has become a breeding
ground for one-hit-wonders. Anyone
remember Vanilla Ice, Gerardo or
Snow?
Okay, it's arguable that these "artists" have any artistic merit in the first
place, but they're examples on the
growing list of "here today, gone tomorrow" stars.
Being a visually dependent generation, we have become accustomed
to having a music video beamed into
our brains over and over. If any song/
video catches on, it seems 3.67 billion
people rush out and buy the album.
For two or three months, the megasell ingartisLs enjoy ihcir brief roost on
top of the charts. Then someone else
comes along to replace MTV's "flavor of the month."
MTV is so quick to deliver the
newest, hottest music that bands begin
to blend together, and the actual music
seems secondary to a band's hype as
the "next big thing."
I doubt many of today'8 bands will
be around five or 10 years from now
with the way MTV is overexposing so
many groups. The same goes for radio, too. If I hear Blind Melon's "No
Ram" one more time, I think I'll go on
a personal quest to burn each and
every copy of their disc.
To be fair, MTV has its positive
points. Itgives exposure to many bands
who would never have a chance to
reach such a wide range of people. It's
another creative outlet for musicians
to explore and many artists, such as
Peter Gabriel, have capitalized on this
without compromising their integrity.
Other than this, MTV is raising a
generation of zombies whose musical
preferences are being shaped for them.

Doug Rapp ■

Staff writer

Try to get a little more of that sob
into your voice, James," said director
Jeffery Boord-Dill to James Yates. the
actor playing Oedipus in the current
productk»mGilToraTheaire."Remember, he is really suffering for his
children's fate."
In the painstaking final stages of
preparation for opening night, which
looms only a week in the distance, the
cast and director of "Oedipus the King"
concentrate oneven the slightest tone of

ing well, and the cast is right where they
should be a week before the production
opens.
"Considering the amount of lines
—some are two-page speeches—and
the complexity of the lines, I am impressed with how well they've done,"
he said.
"Oedipus" tells the story of a man
so proud, he defies the gods only to find
they cast a cruel fate upon him — he
killed his father and married his mother.
The actors will use this last week to
fine-tune their characters.
"The emotions that arc kicked up

voice or syllabic stressing.
"With this production, I wanted to
get back to the original thoughts behind
Greek tragedy," said Boord-Dill. "Every syllable is important to an understanding of the play and the emotions
behind it."
"Oedipus," one of the most performed plays in history, will be presented by the Eastern Kentucky University Theater Nov. 17-20 in Gilford
Theatre, located in the Campbell Building. The doors will open each night at
7:15 p.m.
Boord-Dill said rehearsals are go-

from the actors to the audience are
really fairly amazing," said Boord-Dill.
"I have gotten chills in rehearsals when
an actor has done something particularly well."
The production will incorporate traditional elements wiih non-traditional
elements and feature costumes designed
by Caroline Boord-Dill, which were
constructed by the theater department.
"It should be a really exciting light
show," said Boord-Dill. "We'll be doing mood effects with lighting and
music, particularly during the choral
odes."

How many people do you know whose
music collection consists of Melallica,
Guns V Roses and, of course. Pearl
Jam?
Incidentally, all of the aforementioned bands got their big break with
videos, wuhtheexception of Melallica,
who got a really big boost from MTV
after they had won a solid fan base
without the help of radio or MTV.
Does anybody listen to anything
except what's in rotation on MTV's
Top 10 list?
Take a look at today's hottest
bands: Pearl Jam, Stone Temple Pilots, Blind Melon, Soul Asylum. Will
they be around 10 years from now?
The answer is areverberating NO!
(Well, I have to give Soul Asylum
credit They have been around 10 years.
Most people also don't know that their
breakthrough album "Grave Dancer's
Union" is their seventh album.)
When a band rises to the lop as
quickly as Pearl Jam and other bands,
it is expected they will fall as quickly.
I can see several of today's trendy
"alternative" stars in the future: hosting the Psychic Friends Network while
their albums gather dust in the $1.99
bargain bin.
The bands that will stick around
for the future will be the ones who
make a slow climb to the top. Bands
who don't rely on scoring a top 10
video.
I think my friend Martin Shearer
said it best: "If people haven't seen a
band's video50 times, they don't think
the band is good."
So true, so true.

TlIK CAST
Oedipus
JamesYales
Jocasla
Tara Harlow
Choragos
Rene Heinrich
Kreon
Damon Boggess
Teiresias
Charles Mullins
messenger
Brian Fardo
priestess
Allie Darden
priestess
ChariceSimpson
Antigone
Marie King

Ismene

Dusty Columbia

chorus

Melanie Mullins

Staff writer

It had been two years since country music's hottest performer had performed in Lexington, but when Garth
Brooks BaHBaaaBHHHBBBHi

:.Tbik! Cone*,.**.
to Rupp
Arena last
weekend, he received a warm welcome as he performed several songs
from present and past releases.

The other one, "The Dance," was
thought to be the finale, but Brooks
came back on to perform "Ain' t Going
Down (Till The Sun Comes Up)."
Brooks lived up to the title of the
aforementioned song, not going down
until he had performed four more
songs, including "Callin' Baton
Rouge," "Somewhere Other Than the
Night,"and "Alabama Clay."
But even before this encore performance. Brooks had mystified the
audience not only with his talents, but
also with his generosity.

Before Brooks began, Stephanie
Davis performed several songs, including one she had written for Brooks,
"Lcamin' to Live Again."
Brooks began Saturday's performance with the first song on the "In
Pieces" album, "Standing Outside the
Fire."
From there, things really began to
take off as Brooks performed a number of songs, including three that
needed no introduction, "The Thunder Rolls" and "Friends In Low
Places "

In the midst of the concert. Brooks
signed his guitar and gave it to a little
boy.
Brooks performed "Twoof a Kind,
Working on a Full House," a song in
which he dedicated to his wife, who is
expecting another child.
Brooks also performed songs by
two of his idols. Elton John's "Candle
in the Wind," and Joel's "You May Be
Right."
Brooks performed several other
familiar songs throughout the night,
including "That Summer," "Rodeo,"

full length release, and don't let the
fact that they're a Seattle band discourage you from checking them out
"Been There" provides appealing
tunes well suited for a keg party. The
overall sound comes off as mid-KOish.
and this band makes no attempt to
sound "alternative," they just play
simple three-chord rock 'n' roll.
The album's opener, "She won't
get under me 'til I get over you," is
typical of the band's sarcasm and sets
the tone for the rest of this turbocharged album.
The strongest track is "Miss Teen
U.S.A.," and the song has been wisely
released as the first single and video.
BKITW aren't breaking any new
ground: they use familiar chord
changes for familiar rock songs, and in
doing so, escape the drudgery of the
stale Seattle scene.
—Doug Rapp

■ Queen Sarah Saturday
"Weave"
Most new alternative groups making a breakthrough these days are, in
my opinion, trying to follow in the
footsteps of the ones who have come
before. Queen Sarah Saturday are
making new tracks for themselves.
Turning in a tireless effort. Queen
Sarah Saturday'sCD,"Weave," which
is distributed on Thirsty Ear Records,
is sure to impress anyone who listens
to alternative music. The southern
sound that can be felt behind the rock
and pop and psych licks gives a refreshing option to the Seattle rock
scene. Their hometown of Durham,
N.C., probably contributes to their
unique sound
Queen Sarah Saturday puts out
some heavy, uncontrolled music that
everyone wants to hear, while on some
other tracks they display their musical
diversity by strumming out some
acoustic licks that sound like they come
from down home jams.
If you arc looking for something
new, grab this CD when it comes out
—Jason VanOver

■ Love Jones
"Here's to the loser's"

Garth Brooks stages 'vibrant' show at Rupp Arena
By Matt McCarty

Kissers In The

World
Living and
"Been There"
writing in 3/4
The Best Kissers In The World
time
have released "Been There," their first

Theater department ready to present'Oedipus the King'
By Mary Ann Lawrence

Best

"Shameless," "Papa Loved Mama,"
and the first song he released, "I'm
Too Young To Feel This Damn Old."
The concert, which was obviously
enjoyed by all in attendance, was exciting, entertaining, and as one fan
called it, "vibrant."
In fact. Brooks set a Rupp Arena
attendance record by selling out two
nights in a row in record time.
I just hope, like most in Kentucky,
that Brooks doesn't wait two more
years before returning to his fans at
Rupp Arena.

Yes! Finally, a band has emerged
from today's blurred music scene and
established itself as a true "alternative" to today's music.
Love Jones' "Here's to the losers"
is a shining gem that blends lounge
music with samba and loose jazz
sty lings. While this may not appeal to
today's grunge-hungry youth, this album stands alone as a bold departure
from trendy music.
Love Jones' music is a reaction to
today's music, since all of the band
members have done time in either
hardcore or alternative bands.
From the smooth vocal harmonies
of "Custom Van" to the 70s-styled
sway of "Fragile," Love Jones delivers the kind of tunes heard in Holiday
Inn lounges across the country.
Armed with a simple arsenal of
jazz chords, brushes on the snare drum
and doo-wop vocals. Love Jones has
a sound that will grow on you.
Grab a martini, don your smoking
jacket and let Louisville's Love Jones
do the rest.
—Doug Rapp
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Alumna celebrates 74 years in teaching
By Emily Leath
Staff writer

"I really dunk you have to
roll with the times in order »
prepare the young people for
the changes in the world,"
Thelma Beeler said.
She speaks from many
yean of experience. Beeler
has rolled with the times of
education for 74 yean. The
89-year-old teacher attended
Bantam (then Normal School)
in 1921. In May, she was
awarded one of 10 Ashland
Oil Teaching Achievement
Awards.
After retiring in 1974,
Beeler was a substitute
teacher tor 100 days a year.
She now monitors the Suspension and Failure Eliminated (SAFE) program at
Lafayette High in Lexington.
"Really the joy in teaching is seeing your students go
oa and become successful,"
she said.
Beeler's success stories include former Gov. John Y.
Brown and actor Jim Vamey.
She stressed, though, success

can be found in every one of
her students.
"I'm just as proud of those
that grow up to be good parents
and citizens," Beeler said.
Her philosophy of leaching
is simple. "You have to he interested in each student," she
said. "There's something good
in all these young people. Each
one is an individual."
One individual who was affected by Beeler was a student
named CaL "one of those great
big overgrown boys." The episode occurred in her first job in
1922.
According to Beeler, Csl
came to class with a
switchblade. Beeler saw the
weapon and immediately took
action.
"I grabbed him from behind
and shook the tar out of him,"
she said. "I threw that knife up
against the blackboard and
scared the wholeclass. Oh, I let
him have it."
Later that day, Beeler heard
the boy tell other students,
"Don't mess with that hyena.
She'll kill you!"
Beeler never had any trouble

BE A

remember the day you changed
my hfe?'"
Advising students who
want to be teachers, Beeler
said, "You have to love your
work and the youngsters. You
have to want to help them be
the best they can."

from Cat again. Twenty-two
years later, though, she saw
the effects of die event.
"I got on a bus in Lexington, and lo and behold. Cal
was the driver," Beeler said.
"He looked at me and said,
• Well. Miss Thelma. Do you
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After 74 years in leaching,
what does Beeler see in her
future?
"I'm not going to until I
have to," she said. "Maybe
then PI write some to the stories about these young
people.
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Aviation

flying high With honors

By Matt McCarty
r. Staff writer

By Matt McCarty

:

; *; To boldly go where no stale uni'••• «ersity has gone before is exactly what
;«Eastern Kentucky is doing with its
aviation program, which offers the
only professional flight degree program in the state.
Eastern's aviation program began
in 1984 by Dr. Wilma Walker, when a
higher education committee found
Kentucky lacking in a professional
i program for aviators.
Another committee chose Eastern
. as the site for this new program in the
; same year.
That year Eastern began with minors only, but three years ago the university began lo offer majors in the
program.
1 think that we're very young,"
Walker, the coordinator of the aviation program, said. "The degree program only came into effect in August
1991 .and considering its use and staffing, we are doing exceedingly well.
We currently have between 70-75
majors.''
The total number of majors grew
from 20 to 75 over the last three years,
and based on those numbers, there is
no limit to how large the program can
grow. Walker said.
A student who graduates from
Eastern with an aviation degree will
have compiled 200-250 in-flight hours
and can become a flight instructor in
order lo earn the remainder of their
required 1500 hours to become a commercial pilot
Another aspect of the program that
continues lo reach new levels is the
aviation learn.
The learn captured first place in
flight events and fourth overall at the
regional National Intercollegiate Flying Association competition Oct. 2830 at Lewis University in Romeoville,
I1L
The squad missed qualifying for
the national competition in the spring
by two points, while showing great
improvement from last year's learn
which finished last.
"We really surprised the'other
teams," David Hcnemier, the coach of
the aviation team, said. "They didn't
expect us lo place as high as we did."

First women's conference
to teach balance in '90s
Staff writer

"How to Motivate Others" and
"Voice of Authority" are just two of
the sessions one can attend at Eastern's
upcoming seminar, "Women Balancing the '90s," on Nov. 18 at the Perkins
Conference Center.
"We have a wide variety of topics
which we hope will meet the needs of
every woman out there," Lynn Dee
Garrett of the Division of Special Programs said.
Garrett, the coordinator of the
seminar, said the importance of this
seminar comes from the fact that professional programs aren't offered
nearby.
"Richmond doesn't offer professional programs on a large scale,"
Garrett said "I think it's an excellent
opportunity to stay in town and get the
information needed."
The seminar will begin with a session titled "Where Are We Now,"
which will be given by Rita Davis
following the registration and wel-

Above, plans N19740, piloted
by Eastern student Houston
ArMrnarty and Instructor Marc
Anderson, cornea In for a
landing. At right. Eastern's
aviation tsam o« (front row, left
to right) Katharine Reynold,
Thomas Daniel, Steve
MMdsndorf, Joann Stepp,
(back row) Andrew Strauss,
Jeremy Looney, Dave
Henemler, C.W. Fortney and
Buddy Shaw.

Phi Kappa Phi society honors
outstanding university students
By Jason VanOver
Staff writer

Progrssa/BRETT DUMAP

Several of the team members received individual honors, in addition
to the team's victory.
David Tzouanakis was named the
lop male pilot at the competition as he
compiled the highest aggregate score
in the flight events.
Of the 11 team members that competed in the competition, six of them
placed in the lop 10 in the events.
In power-off landing, Tzouanakis
look second. Katherine Reynolds finished fourth and Joe Madden and Tom
Daniel were fifth and 10th, respectively.
Tzouanakis also captured fourth

place in short field landing, and
Clarence Fortney finished fourth. Robert Holmes took first place the in Simulated Comprehensive Aircraft Navigation event, also known as SCAN.
Others who competed were Jeremy Looney, Steve Middendorf,
Norman Shaw, Andrew Strauss and
Joann Stepp.
"I'm really proud of them,"
Hcnemier said. "They did a tremendous job."
What is amazing about the aviation team is the amount of time and
money the members put into the com-
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CATCH
THE
SPIRIT!

Jackets, sweatshirts, jerseys,
T-shirts, fashionwear, running
shorts, baseball caps, and
more. We've got all the premium quality sportswear
you could ask for,. . . imprinted with great looking
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The team members pay for entering the competitions themselves.
"It takes a lot of dedication,"
Hcnemier said. "A major commitment
in time and money is needed."
Although the team will not have
any of the seniors or juniors back next
year from this year's squad, Henemier
believes they can continue their success.
"I don't see why we can't continue
to be competitive in flight events,"
Hcnemier said.
Anyone intrestcd in learning more
about the program should contact the
aviation department at 1014.

On Nov. 3, 36 students stood
proudly to receive the recognition their
hard studies had earned them.
The students were those recognized by the Phi Kappa Phi honor
society and have achieved at least 24
hours and have a GPA of 3.7 or better.
During the ceremony in Walnut
Hall of the Keen Johnson Building,
the students were introduced by chapter officers and were given certificates
of their accomplishment.
"The students were presented with
certificates, and after the ceremony
they were able to meet other Phi Kappa
Phi members," said Catherine Lee,
president of the Phi Kappa Phi chapter
on campus.
The Phi Kappa Phi honor society
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is a national honor society that only
accepts the top 10 percent of the students in the senior class. Those who
are accepted are by invitation only.
The society on campus is one of
the 260 chapters nationwide.
Membership into such a society
offers students a variety of experiences with different people, so members may be more rounded individuals
and more aware of what is offered to
them.
Phi Kappa Phi members on campus are eligible for a large graduate
fellowship, which is given by the Phi
Kappa Phi Foundation.
The fellowship consists of a
SiO.OOOaward used for graduate work.
There are 30 fellowships, which
are given each year to all of the chapters. Thirty Honorable Mention awards
are also given out
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come.
A series of concurrent sessions
will then follow, including "Protect
Yourself," "Upward Mobility Through
Professionalism" and "Using Insurance to Protect"
Twoof the sessions. "Protect Yourself" and "What's Your Personality
Type," are ones that shouldn't be
missed, Garrett said.
"It seems like everyone is trying to
find s way lo get along better with
others," Garrett said about the personality session.
"Enjoying All Our Days... All Our
Lives," by Dr. Menu Thompson, will
close the seminar.
Although registration is currently
low for the seminar, there is still a
week to go, Garreo said. The low
registration is also partly due to this
being the first seminar of this kind
held on campus.
"We're going to have another one
next year," Garrett said. "It'll probably take this year to get the word out"
The cost for the seminar is $89 for
non-students and S2S for students.
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Alumna celebrates 74 years in teaching
By Entity Leath
Start writer

"Ireally think you have to
roll with the times in order to
prepare the young people for
the changes in the world,'*
Thelma Beeler said.
She speaks from many
years of experience. Beeler
has rolled with the tiroes of
education for 74 years. The
89-year old teacher attended
Eastern (then Normal School)
in 1921. In May. she was
■warded one of 10 Ashland
Oil Teaching Achievement
Awards.
After retiring in 1974,
Beeler was a substitute
teacher for 100 days a year.
She now monitors the Suspension and Failure Elirninated (SAFE) program at
Lafayette High in Lexington.
"Really the joy in teaching is seeing your students go
oa sad become successful,''
she said.
Beeler *s success stories include former Gov. John Y.
Brown and actor Jim Vamey.
She stressed, though, success

can be found in every one of
her students.
"I'm just as proud of those
that grow up to be good parents
and citizens," Beeler said.
Her philosophy of teaching
is simple. "You have to be interested in each student," she
said. There's something good
in all these young people. Each
one is an individual."
One individual who was affected by Beeler was a student
named Cal, "one of those great
big overgrown boys." The episode occurred in her fust job in
1922.
According to Beeler. Cal
came to class with a
switchblade. Beeler saw the
weapon and immediately look
action.
"I grabbed him from behind
and shook the tar out of him,"
she said. "I threw that knife up
against the blackboard and
scared the whole class. Oh. I let
him have it."
Later that day, Beeler heard
the boy tell other students.
"Don't mess with that hyena.
She'll kill you!"
Beeler never had any trouble
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Thelma Beeler grades paper white working in the SAFE program.
from Cal again. Twenty-two
years later, though, she saw
the effects of the event.
"I got on a bus in Lexington, and to and behold. Cal
was the driver." Beeler said
"He looked at me and said.
• Well, Miss Thelma. Do you

remember the day you changed
my life?"
Advising students who
want to be teachers, Beeler
said. "You have to love your
work and the youngsters. You
have lo want to help them be
the best they can."

After 74 years in teaching,
what does Beeler see in her
future?
"I'm not going to until I
have to." she said. "Maybe
then I'll write some to the stories about these young
people."
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Aviation

flying high With honors

r,

By Matt McCarty
writer

gj To boldly go where no me uni■ * •versity has gone before is exactly what
.I * Eastern Kentucky it doing with its
•: aviation program, which offers the
. I inly professional flight degree program in the state.
Eastern's aviation program began
in 1984 by Dr. Wilma Walker, when a
higher education committee found
Kentucky lacking in a professional
• program for aviators.
Another committee chose Eastern
. as the she for this new program in the
; same yea'.
That year Eastern began with mil nors only, but three years ago the university began to offer majors in the
. program.
"I think that we're very young,"
Walker, the coordinator of the avia; tion program, said. "The degree pro; gram only came into effect in August
1991, and considering its use and staffing, we are doing exceedingly well.
We currently have between 70-75
majors."
The total number of majors grew
from 20 to 75 over the last three years,
and based on those numbers, there is
no limit to how large the program can
grow, Walker said.
A student who graduates from
Eastern with an aviation degree will
have compiled 200-250 in- flight hours
and can become a flight instructor in
order to cam the remainder of their
required 1500 hours to become a com. mcrcial pilot.
Another aspect of the program that
■ continues to reach new levels is the
; aviation team.
The team captured first place in
'. flight events and fourth overall at the
; regional National Intercollegiate Fly• ing Association competition OcL 28" 30at Lewis University in Romeoville,
Hi
The squad missed qualifying for
the national competition in the spring
by two points, while showing great
improvement from last year's team
which finished last.
"We really surprised the other
teams," David Hcncmier, the coach of
the aviation team, said. "They didn't
expect us to place as high as we did."

First women's conference
to teach balance in '90s
come.

By Matt McCarty
Staff writer

"How to Motivate Others" and
"Voice of Authority" are just two of
the sessionsone can attend at Eastern's
upcoming seminar, "Women Balancing the '90s," on Nov. 18 at the Perkins
Conference Center.
"We have a wide variety of topics
which we hope will meet the needs of
every woman out there," Lynn Dee
Garrettof the Division of Special Programs said.
Garrett, the coordinator of the
seminar, said the importance of this
seminar comes from the fact that professional programs aren't offered
nearby.
"Richmond doesn't offer professional programs on a large scale,"
Garrett said. "I think it's an excellent
opportunity to stay in town and get the
information needed."
The seminar will begin with a session titled "Where Are We Now,"
which will be given by Rita Davis
following the registration and wel-

Above, plane N19740, piloted
by Eastern student Houston
Abematty and Instructor Marc

Anderson, comes In for a
landing. At right. Eastern's
aviation team of (front row, left
to right) Katharine Reynold,
Thomas Daniel, Steve
Mlddendorf, Joann Stepp,
(back row) Andrew Strauss,
Jeremy Looney, Dave
Henemler, C. w. Fortney and

Phi Kappa Phi society honors
outstanding university students
By Jason VanOvcr
Staff writer

Buddy Shaw.

Progrwa/BRETT DUNLAP

Several of the team members received individual honors, in addition
to the team's victory.
David Tzouanakis was named the
top male pilot at the competition as he
compiled die highest aggregate score
in the flight events.
Of the 11 team members that competed in the competition, six of diem
placed in the top 10 in the events.
In power-off landing, Tzouanakis
took second, Katherine Reynolds finished fourth and Joe Madden and Tom
Daniel were fifth and 10th, respectively.
Tzouanakis also captured fourth

A series of concurrent sessions
will then follow, including "Protect
Yourself," "Upward Mobility Through
Professionalism" and "Using Insurance to Protect"
Twoofthe sessions, "Protect Yourself and "What's Your Personality
Type," are ones that shouldn't be
missed, Garrett said.
"It seems like everyone is try ing to
find a way to get along better with
others," Garrett said about the personality session.
"Enjoying All Our Days... All Our
Lives," by Dr. Menu Thompson, will
close the seminar.
Although registration is currently
low for the seminar, there is still a
week to go, Garrett said. The low
registration is also partly due to this
being the first seminar of this kind
held on campus.
"We're going to have another one
next year," Garrett said. "It'll probably take this year to get the word out"
The cost for the seminar is $89 for
non-students and $25 for students.

place in short field landing, and
Clarence Fortney finished fourth. Robert Holmes took first place the in Simulated Comprehensive Aircraft Navigation event, also known as SCAN.
Others who competed were Jeremy Looney, Steve Middendorf,
Norman Shaw, Andrew Strauss and
Joann Stepp.
"I'm really proud of them,"
Henemier said. "They did a tremendous job."
■ What is amazing about the aviation team is the amount of time and
money the members put into the competitions.

The team members pay for entering the competitions themselves.
"It takes a lot of dedication,"
He nc m icr said. "A major com m itment
in time and money is needed."
Although the team will not have
any of the seniors or juniors back next
year from this year's squad, Henemier
believes they can continue their success.
"I don' t see why we can't continue
to be competitive in flight events,"
Henemier said.
Anyone intrestcd in learning more
about the program should contact the
aviation department at 1014.

On Nov. 3, 36 students stood
proudly to receive the recognition the IT
hard studies had earned them.
The students were those recognized by the Phi Kappa Phi honor
society and have achieved at least 24
hours and have a GPA of 3.7 or better.
During the ceremony in Walnut
Hall of the Keen Johnson Building,
the students were introduced by chapter officers and were given certificates
of their accomplishment
The students were presented with
certificates, and after the ceremony
they were able tomeet other Phi Kappa
Phi members," said Catherine Lee,
president of the Phi Kappa Phi chapter
on campus.
The Phi Kappa Phi honor society

is a national honor society that only
accepts the top 10 percent of the students in the senior class. Those who
are accepted are by invitation only.
The society on campus is one of
the 260 chapters nationwide.
Membership into such a society
offers students a variety of experiences with different people, so members may be more rounded individuals
and more aware of what is offered to
them.
Phi Kappa Phi members on campus are eligible for a large graduate
fellowship, which is given by the Phi
Kappa Phi Foundation.
The fellowship consists of a
510,000award used for graduate work.
There are 50 fellowships, which
are given each year to all of the chapters. Thirty Honorable Mention awards
are also given out.

A FREE TICKET
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Here's the bad news, finals start
in less than a month. Here's the
good news, you can get into the
Silver Star FREE this Friday.
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Jackets, sweatshirts, jerseys,
T-shirts, fashionwear, running
shorts, baseball caps, and
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you could ask for,. . . imprinted with great looking
custom graphics.
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Wear EKU apparel,
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PRESEASON
PICKS
Tar Heels appear ready
to repeat as champions
In today's
game of
college
basketball, it is
harder to pick
the lop 10
teams in the
nationandbe
Don
somewhat
Pony
accurate than it is to repeat as
National Champions. So as the
North Carolina Tar Heels gear up to
repeat, I will attempt the impossible
— pick the lop 10 teams in the
nation.
1. North Carolina: Dean
Smith's Tar Heels are the defending
national champs and my preseason
favorite to win it all again. UNC
will return four starters led by AilAmerican center Eric Montross.
Add to that two of the best recruits
this season — Rasheed Wallace and
Jerry Stackhouse — and you have a
repeating national champion.
2. Indiana: They are coached by
Bobby Knight. Enough said.
Actually Coach Knight will have to
replace last year's National Player
of the Year Calbert Cheaney, which
will be bard to do. The Hoosiers
will be led by senior point guard
Damon Bailey and a healthy Alan
Henderson. With a good supporting
cast, the Hoosiers have a shot at the
Final Four.
3. Kentucky: The postMashbum days don't look so bad
for Wildcat fans. Rick Piuno has
assembled a team that has a
stronger inside game than any
Kentucky team since the three-point
fane was introduced to college
basketball. With Jared Prickeu.
Rodrick Rhodes and Walter
McCarty leading an inside attack
and senior point guard Travis Ford
guiding the way, the Bluegrass
Slate should expect another Final
Four appearance this year.
4. Michigan: The Wolverines
return four starters from a team that
has made it to the title game for the
last two seasons. Although Chris
Webber is gone. Steve Fisher's
team will still contend.
5. Arkansas: Two SEC teams in
the top Five? Coach Nolan
Richardson watched his young
Razorbacks overachieve last year,
but with the addition of size in the
tow post, anything short of a final
four appearance, might be disappointing for Arkansas fans.
6. Georgetown: Although John
Thomas' Hoyas didn't make the
NCAA tourney last season, they
wreaked havoc on their opposing
teams in the NTT. The Hoyas return
all five starters from last year's
squad, led by sophomore sensation
Othella Harrington.
7. Duke: The Bobby Hurley
years are over. This season Coach
Mike Krzyzewski will look to
seniors Grant Hill and Antonio
Lang to lead the way for the Blue
Devils. Duke will also need
improved play from big-man
Cherokee Parks if they plan to
contend.
8. California: Freshman
sensation Jason Kidd led the
Golden Bears past a heavilyfavored Duke team in the second
round of the Midwest regional last
year. No one has forgotten. Big
things are expected from Kidd and
the Golden Bears this season.
9. Louisville: The Cardinals are
well stocked with "Kentucky Boys"
this year, seven in all. With Metro
Conference Player of the Year
Clifford Rozier leading the way,
Denny Crum looks prepared lo take
this Louisville team farther in die
NCAA tournament since he last
won it all in 1986.
10. Minnesota: No. 10 was by
far the hardest for me to choose
because there are so many teams
that have the ability to finish ahead
of everyone here, but I decided to
stick with Minnesota because they
are the defending NIT champions
and are returning all five starters
from last year's team. This team is
also capable (and I am very serious)
of challenging Indiana and Michigan for the Big Ten Conference
title. Look for big thinp out of the
Golden Gophers this

Quote of the Week

This mm In Soorta

SPORTS

Nov. 13 Football home vs. MTSU at 7 p.m..
Roy Kidd Stadium
Nov.lA Men's basketball home vs. Crusaders at 7:30 p.m.. Alumni Coliseum
Nov. 17 Women's basketball home vs.
Slovenia at 7:30 p.m.. Alumni Coliseum

ii We want to go In
strong, maintain the
momentum and bring
home a victory.
ff
— GeriPoMno

Colonels seek revenge against Blue Raiders
By Stephanie Rullman
Assistant ■ports aditof

The Colonels will try lo keep their
five-game winning streak alive Saturday when they play host to Middle
Tennessee at 7:05 p.m. in a regionallytelevised Ohio Valley Conference game.
'•They've got speed; that's the thing
that scares me." Coach Roy Kidd said
"They've got excellent speed at the
receivers and running back positions."
MTSU, 4-2 OVC, 5-4 overall, beat

I Refer to page B8
for Colonel football
game story against
SEMO.
Austin Peay 44-10 last weekend.
Junior tailback Kippy Bayless led
the way for the Blue Raiders. He carried the ball 22 limes for 109 yards and
two touchdowns and caught three passes

for 98 yards and two touchdowns.
Bayless currently leads the OVC in
rushing with 1,073 yards (his season.
Kidd said MTSU quarterback Kelly
Holcomb has a dangerous arm.
"He just picked us to pieces last
year." Kidd said.
Against Austin Peay, Holcornbcompleted 11-17 passes for 189 yards and
two touchdowns.
The MTSU offense has averaged
34.8 points per game this year.
Kidd said Eastern will have lo play

a solid game on defense to beat MTSU.
"We're going to have » do a good
job pursuing the football and getting
after those fast backs that they've got,"
Kidd said. "We've got to play belter on
defense than we did last Saturday, particularly against the pan."
The MTSU defense was led last
week by freshman linebacker Derrick
Carroll. He recorded 10 total tackles
and returned a fumble 41 yards for a
touchdown. This effort earned him
OVC Defensive Player of the Week

honors.
Eastern beat Southeast Missouri
State 35-21 last Saturday, but the team
was "flat," according to Kidd.
"I think our kids will be ready lo
play against Middle. We were a little
flat on Saturday." Kidd said. "The intensity and enthusiasm will be there
Saturday night, it's just a matter of
getting the job done.
"To be very honest, there's a little
revenge factor here. I don't like how
they man-handled us last year."

Runners
ready for
nationals
By Mary Ann Lawrence
Staff writer

Proorass/BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Junior middle Mocker Heather Vorhea attempts to dig a ball during the Colonel's game against Ton

Tech Saturday.

Eastern set to play
Dayton, Xavier
By Chryssa I. Zizoa
Sports editor
The Eastern Kentucky University
volleyball team (14-14) swept two
straight wins and one loss over the
weekend during its annual parents and
alumni weekend.
The two victories came against
MiddleTennesseeStaieUniversityand
Tennessee State University on Friday,
while the Colonels'only loss came in
their third match of the weekend
against Tennessee Tech University on
Saturday.
"Overall we had a great weekend." head coach Geri Polvino said.
"Our first two matches came easy.
Although we lost our third match
against Tech. we gave it all we had and
learned a tot from the experience."
Lori Federmann, a 6-foot-2-inch
junior middle hitler from Cincinnati,
was named Ohio Valley Conference
Co-Player of the Week for her individual efforts.
She hit .413 lo lead the Colonels to
two wins in their three matches last
weekend and posted 37 kills and 21
digs.
"When Lori is playing, it's a oneplayer show out there," Polvino said.
She does her job over and over. Nothing interferes with her concentration.
Srcisextremelycomisientand stable."
Eastern controlled its first two

matches, but found it more difficult to
stabilize its efforts against Tech on
Saturday, losing the match in four
games.
"The momentum changed several
times against Tech," Polvino said. "We
can't seem to stabilize the basic fundamentals of the game."
Polvino said the Colonels' nine
service errors were a contributing
cause lo the inconsistency in their
momentum.
The Colonels will be on the road
this weekend and will face Dayton
and Xavier.
Traditionally, the Colonels
haven't bad much success defeating
Dayton. Eastern tost four of four
matches last year to the Lady Flyers.
"They are very good offensively,
and they are also a very aggressive
team," Polvino said. "We have been
practicing hard, so I hope it will all
pay
off
this
weekend."
Defense will be the Colonels' strategy this weekend against Xavier,
Polvino said.
"We want lo go in strong, maintain the momentum and bring home a
victory."
The Colonels will return home
Nov. 19-21 and play host to the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships.
All matches will be held in Alumni
Coliseum. Times will be announced
in next week's Progress.

Prograss/JAY ANGEL

Junior Lori Federmann was named OVC Co-Player of the Weak.

After Eastern's men's and
women's cross country teams seized
lop honors two weeks ago at the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship, the
runners turned their attention to the
NCAA District III cross country competition.
"It will be a large and competitive
field with 40 or 50 of the best cross
country teams in the nation competing." said Coach Rick Erdmann.
The teams have continued thenrigorous workout schedule in order to
prepare for the new challenges to be
faced in Greenville. S.C., on Nov. 13.
"I feel that, for the men's team
especially, it will be a challenge." said
Erdmann.
The men move from an 8,000meier run lo a 10.000-meter run at
District, which is an increase of 1.2
miles.
"We'll run just the five upperclassmen," said Erdmann. "Our freshmen are not 10,000-meter runners,
and I won't subject them to that increase."
"We will have to run smart at a
team," said Jaime West, a junior who
placed third in the OVC Cross Country Championship two weeks ago. "We
have lo be mentally and physically
prepared."
John Nganga, Josh Cohan, Jaime
West. Julio Moreno and Ken O'Shea
will run in the race for the men.
The injury-riddled women's team
is hoping to place within the top 10-15
teams.
"If we pull together and run a good
race, we could be very competitive,"
said Erdmann.
The women have steadily placed
in the lop 10 in recent years, going as
high as third and falling to sixth last
year. This year, prospects look good
for the young team that beat Georgia,
the lop women's learn in the SouthEastem Conference, soundly earlier
in the season.
Sunshine Wilson, the sophomore
runner who captured first place in the
OVC Championship, had this lo say
about her hopes for the meet," I hope
the whole team runs a good race."
The women are lacking last year's
OVC champion, Amy demons, who
missed the season due to a hip injury.
Wilson. Michelle Price. Tracy
Bunce, Leigh Kettle. Amy Hathaway,
Robin Lawhorn and Sonja Smith will
represent Eastern.
Erdmann plans to allow for plenty
of time to rest before the competition.
"We've worked hard this week,
and we'll have one more tough workout, and then we'll make sure that
everyone gets enough rest," said
Erdmann.
"We'll run our best and try to stay
together." said Price, another sophomore runner.

Inman pleased with Lady Colonels' positive attitude
By Stephanie Rullman

Inman said the Lady Colonels gained
valuable experience and exposure last
season, despite theduappoinong record.
BMW played what Inman called
Head coach Larry Joe Inman s Lady
Colonel basketball team is returning one of the top 25 schedules in America
five letter wwaert and two auiie» from last yew, playing some of the best teams
in the country.
last year's 12-15 squad.
"We're looking to be competitive
"We're young, but we have the
mental attitude needed to be success- on the national level," Inman and.
rastrm lost five players, including
ful," he said.
Shaman Mclntosh, 6-foot-1-inch thud-team All- American JareeGoodin.
Sophomore guard Samantha Young,
senior center, said, "We may not have a
lot of size Ibis year, but we'll compen- redshirt freshman guard Tiffany Davis
sate for that with a tot of quickness and and redshirt freshman Jenlyim Cushing
return from injuries.
a lot of heart
Three signets will complete the
"We're much more focused as a
team this yew," she said'The winning Lady Colonel roster this fall. Those
include 6-foot guard-forward Lisa

Fussell, 6-foot center-forward Kim
Cunningham and 6-foot-l -inch centerforward Melissa Brown.
"Cunningham and Brown each
scored over 2,000 points during high
school, and Fussell was considered one
of die top 10 players in the state of
Tennessee," Inman said.
Goodin. Kim Mays and Maisha
Thomas earned American Women's
Sports Federation All-American status
for Eastern for the 1992-1993 season.
Goodin, a native of Corbin whose
eligibility expired last year, earned her
Ail-American status by averaging 16.3
ppgandS.lrpg.Inman said Goodin was
the best post player in theOVClast yew.
Goodm improved her game by play-

1/

ing against the lop post players in the
country, while playing nationallyranked teams Tennessee and Iowa.
Mays and Thomas earned special
mention All-American status last year.
Mays, a junior from Barbourville, averaged 13.8 ppg for Eastern last season.
Akhough Mays snuggled early because
of a viral infection, she managed to
excel against the lop competition.
Thomas, a junior guard-forward
from Winchester, primarily earned her
All-American status by contributing on
defense. In playing Tennessee and Iowa,
Thomas earned national respect by containing some of the lop players in the
country.
"Maisha is one of the finest athletes

that I've ever coached," Inman said
Tdon't focus on individual awards,
they are not my priority." Thomas wad.
"Winning a championship as a team is
what's really important lo me."
"Being named loan All-American
team is an honor and a privilege for
me," Mays arid. "But the award is in the
past and we have to focus on the task
ahead."
Mays and Thomas should play a
key role in the upcoming season.
'Their offensive and defensive skills
complernenieachother.giving the learn
a unique dimension," Inman said.
The Lady Cotoneb open the 19931994 season Nov. 17 against the
Stovrnian National I

.
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Price and Wilson team
! cross country champic
■ Rivals cross the
border as EKU
teammates
By Don Perry
Contributing writer
Michelle Price and Sunshine Wil
son first met six years ago when each
was representing her own high school
in a track meet.
Price was running for Le Caron
High School, while Wilson was representing Rensrew Secondary High
School. This was just the first of several events in which they competed
against one another, until they finally
became teammates on the Eastern
cross country and track teams.
In only their second year at Eastem, each hat contributed greatly to
the success of the team.
"They are the nucleus of this year's
championship season," said Coach
Rick Erdmann.
Erdman added the women's leadership had been important to the team.
Price and Wilson have a great deal
in common besides both being star
runners for Eastern, but they did not
get a chance to meet each other until
coming to Eastern.
Wilson said that it was ironic that
both of them were from the same
areabut had to travel so far away from
home to get to know one another.
Price and Wilson both came here
from Ontario, Canada Both are very
competitive, but enjoy relaxing when
they are not studying or participating
in track events.
Wilson said the two are best of
friends and are almost "identical."
Both said they had a great relationship with one another and have
become great friends since they have
been roommates.
Although both Price and Wilson
are very competitive on the track, they
said they leave all feelings of compe-

tition on the track.
In the two years they have been at
Eastern. Price and Wilson have become the very best of friends but admit
they do have their occassional roommate fights.
The reason these two get along so
well may be because both know each
other so well amd can relate lo each
others feelings because they have so
much in common.
Price is a sophomore pre-physical
therapy major and plans on using her
degree to find a job after graduation.
She enjoys playing volleyball and
spending time with her friends and
boyfriend in her spare time.
Price's friends think she is very
friendly and fun to be around. With
tier friendliness, she brings an up-beat
attitude to the track team.
"She is always very upbeat Even
at 6:30 in the morning, she has a smile
on her face," Erdmann said of Price.
Price decided to come to Eastern
to be a part of the university's winning
tradition, and has been very successful
in helping the team bring home iu
12th consecutive OVC title.
Wilson, like Price, traveled a long
way to compete at Eastern, and is
positive she made the right choice.
Wilson is also a sophomore. She
is majoring in psychology and plans
on moving back to Canada, using her
degree lo findajob in rape-crisis counseling before going back to graduate
school.
Wilson decided to come to Eastem partly because Price had already
decided to attend.
Wilson placed first overall in two
races this season while helping the
team to the OVC championship.
Although she signed late in June,
Wilson has been of vital importance to
the team since her arrival.
Wilson is as interesting as her birth
name—Sunshine. She wasn't sure of
why her parents had decided on it, but
said it was probably because they were
hippies.
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Sunshine Wilson and Michelle Pries are standout runners.
When she needs to get away from
the stress of studying and participating in track events, Wilson enjoys
taking quiet walks to relax.
Both ladies credit their parents
with their success both on and off the
track, and are very close lo their fami-
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Each has adjusted well to being so
far away from home, partly because
they have each other to depend on.
With Price and Wilson both competing to be the very best. Eastern's
cross country and track teams have a
one-two punch that is seemingly unbeatable.
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Where are you gonna go for
your photo?

THE FINAL HOME FOOTBALL GAME
EKU Colonels vs. Conference Rivals Middle Tennessee
Watch the perennial OVC powerhouse teams battle it out on
Hanger Field to determine the OVC Champions
Saturday, November 13
Kick-off 7 p. m.
EKU Faculty Appreciation Day

"PicturePerfectPhoto
L

ZFAST rilOTO I AH AND STUDIO 1

is where!
All EKU students receive 15% discount
when they show a valid EKU I.D.
Offering Fast, Professional, Top Quality Photo Services
Including:
•Slides
• Fast Photo Lab
• Engagements
• 1 Hour Photo Fi rushing
• Weddings
• Enlargements
• Portraits
• Copy V*>rk
• Commercial
• Camera Repair
Video
2130 LodaatoaRosd- Suite C • Harpm Square • Richmond, KY 40475

625-0077

^Your Full Service Photo Lab and Studio;
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Register to win a trip for two to Gatlinburg, TN compliments of
Hardee's of Richmond, River Terrace, and Ober Gatlinburg.
Sign up at the information booth in the Stadium concourse.
BASKETBALL
Season Openers:
Nov. 16 Colonels vs. Ky. Crusaders 7:30 p. m.
Nov. 17 Lady Colonels vs. Slovenia 7:30 p. m.
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Colonels remain
OVC leaders
■ Defense flat, but
still able to beat
SEMO, 35-21
By Lanny Brannock
Staff writer

It took quite a long tune for Eastern Kentucky's (6-3. 6-0) defense to
stand up to the Southeast Missouri
Indians (1-8.1-6) Saturday at Houck
Stadium.
They nearly wailed too long.
But in the fourth
quarter, with their ■■■■■■■■■■■■■
backs against the
wall, the Colonels'
defense made the
one necessary stand
with the game tied at
21, and senior w
...
tailback
Leon
Brown scored his
second and third
touchdowns of the
game, and Eastern
went on to a 3S-21
victory.
Even though the
game was won by ^—~
two touchdowns, the score was not as
close as the game.
"You knew your kids weren't going to be highly motivated going into
the game. We just wanted to go and get
a win and get out without getting anybody hurt," Coach Roy Kidd said.
Although Eastern never trailed in
the contest, the Indians had Eastern in
a 7-7 tie. a 14-14 tie and finally a 2121 tie until 3:33 of the fourth quarter,
when Brown scored from the 10-yardline up the middle to cap a six-play 58-

yard drive and take a 28-21 lead.
"I was a little concerned when they
came down and scored after we took
the lead 21-14," Kidd said. "I think
they learned from the experience (of
being tied late in the game). You can't
play defense without a little intensity ,"
Kidd said
The defense that had been baffled
by the SEMO offense all day suddenly
stepped up when the Indians tied the
game at 21.
"The defense was a bole flat. The
best defense we played was when it
was 21-21,"Kidd
Even though
the defense made
the necessary
plays, it was
Brown who was

M We Just
wanted to go and
get a win and get offensive
*******
side of
out without
the ball once
for Eastern.
getting anybody againBrown
had
another big day
hurt.
W
for the Colonels,
- Roy Kick!

with 136 yards
rushing on 25 attempts and three
touchdowns plus

a reception.
Penman rushed for 67 yards, and
also added a 90-yard kickoff return for
a touchdown. He also had a 64-yard
reception to go along with his totals.
Greg Couch had his best game out
of his last four, hitting 9-12 passes for
106 yards with no turnovers and only
one bad pass, according to Kidd.
"I thought he played a great game,"
Kidd said "He's getting better every
game."

Eastern prepares for
final fall golf tourney
By Matt McCarty
Staff wnto

The Lady Colonels'golf team
traveled to Perry. Ga., where they
compiled 791 points en route to a
fifth place finish in the seven-team
Mercer University tournament
Nov. 1-2.
Eastern shot its fust over-400
round of the fall campaign in the
first day of the tourney, finishing
the day with 402.
Although they hit the ball considerably better during the second
day of competition, their scores
did not show much improvement
as the team managed to finish with
a 389. lo give them a two-day total
of 791.
•Most all the learn hit the ball
much, much betier the second day,
but the scores didn't show it,"
Coach Sandy Martin said
"Beverly's (Brockman) score
only went down six strokes, where
I thought it should have went down
IS." Martin said of Brockman's
second day improvement.
Brockman once again led Eastem, shooting rounds of 96 and 90
for a total of 186.
Stacy Howard also shot two
sub-100 rounds for the Lady Colonels, with scores of 97 and 98 for
195.
Cecile Lundgreen of Florida
Atlantic defeated Kathy Ziglo of
the University of Mobile in a playoff to take medalist honors with a
two-day total of 164.
Also competing for Eastern
was Crystal Canada, who shot 10S
and 102 for a total of 207. Katie
Davis, who had rounds of 104 and
99 for 203 total, and Melissa Cox.

who had two rounds of 106 for a
total of 212.

"Looking at the scores, it's obvious they didn't play up to their
potential." Martin said "We just tut
one of those regression periods,"
Eastern will close out the fall
campaign this Monday and Tuesday . traveling back to Georgia where
they will compete in the Georgia
State Invitational Tournament in
Atlanta. Ga.
Teams from Florida, Georgia
and Alabama will be among those
competing in the 15-ieam tournament, as those three SUMCS were also
represented in the Mercer Tournament.
Florida Atlantic shot 703 to capture first place, host Mercer University totaled 746 points for second
place, while the University of Mobile (Alabama) came in third with
749.
Capturing fourth place in the
tournament was Eastern's OVC foe
Murray Stale University, who edged
out the Lady Colonels by three
strokes.
In ptepatalion for this week's
tourney. Eastern has only been able
to play nine holes a day due to darkness, which, according to Martin,
could decrease their endurance over
18 holes.
They may have trouble "keeping up with the course management
part (of the game)." Martin said
Martin, however, believes the
Lady Colonels will play competitively and "get back to where they
were."
"They were stroking the ball well
on the practice tee," Martin said "I
think they will be okay for this tournament."

We reach E.K.U.
like no one else.
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NOW SLRVINC DlUUOl'S BAKID TOTATO

PIZZAS

623-0330

rff

^^.a*^-'—.

LARGE 14"

9**ArV^
CrtHX&

Breaded Fish, Special Sauce,
Lettuce and Cheese on a Bun.
French Fries and Drink

We are MOVING to SERVE you better!
Watch for our NEW location
at 228 S. 2nd Street.
We'll have
Dine-In, Carry-Out & Delivery
Video Games & Pool

*

'%**

Fish
Sandwich
Combo

623-0330

W.R. Isaacs, C.L. Davis.W.T. Reynolds, M.F. Hayes

Open Mon -Fri 8:30 - 5, Sat 8:30 - 4
228 W. Main, Richmond KY

RICHMOND, KY.

1059 BEREA RD.

PizzA

Optometrists
All brands of contacts
Soft, Semi-Soft & Disposable

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE l-S*«-423-USAF

/VPOLLO

ATTRACT
ATTENTION
To Your Eyes
with a Youthful,
Fresh Look

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS
Only two
issues left
until the
Christmas
break. Call
your ad rep
TODAY at
622-1881 to
make your
space
reservation!,

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS
Discover a challenging,
^H^Disco'
rewarding future that puts
you In touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

Not valid with othar offers

™L*

$10.95
Pius Tax

Expires 11 15 93

Present this coupon for

**

Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight
709 Big Hill Ave., Richmond
624-2569

20" EXTRA LARGE

ONLY

PARTY PlaZZA

$11.89

with 2 toppings

623-0330

Not valid with othar offers

Prios docs not
include sales tax

Expires 11 15-93

WELCOME TO THE
MULTIPLE CHOICE
SECTION OF YOUR LIFE.
A.

WO ANNUAL FEE
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IF YOV 1>0^T GOT IT, GET It
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APPLICATION:
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Horn* or Scnooi Aodrcss 11 different from above
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College Nam*

Class

r Grad Student
fur*- .Finl*n>
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Sophomore
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No
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State

Zip

Are you a permanent resident'
. Yes
HNo

1' No. give Immigration Status

Yearly Gross income
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$

(

)
ap

State

Oty

btptojei MrJjtM

Account Number

Name ot B*>»

.■t;i'.>-f-

Personal Reference (Nearest relative at different afl>' 1

Mother s Maiden Name

I
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Maun
■■

WtfAnUKUeVKU

Graduation Date

)

—

)
State

z*

.

I authorize Greenwood Trust Company to check m> credit record and verify my credit, employment and income references.
I understand that the information contained on the application may be shared with Greenwood Trust Company s corporate
affiliates. I agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Discover Cardmember Agreement which will be mailed to
me with my credit card. I understand that the agreement may be amended in the future.

X
AppKant s Signature

Date

StuOeni

ID*

DON'T FORGET TO ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF STUDENT ID (OR PAID TUITION BILL FOR THE CURRENT SEMESTER)
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As ol October 1 1993 vour Annual Percentage Rale
is 14 9* tor Tirst year, lor each subsequent year your
Annual Percentage Rate is determined by total
ourcbases in previous year: $1,000 or more 14.9*
Best Ratei. $500 to 1999 99 16 9* .Better Rate :
less man $500 198* .Standard RateiilB* for
residents ot ME. NC and WV •

vour Annual Percentage Rate may vary the rate is determined 'or eacb BMmg
penod by me ncghest Pnme Bate reported m The vim Siren Journal on me
last business day of the previous monrn plus a fi*ed amount o* percentage points
as follow Initial year and Best Rate Pnme Rate plus 8 9 percentage pens
Better Rate Pnme Rate plus 10 9 percentage ports ><** "* eioeedmg
Standard Rate.. Standard Rate 19 8* *nen the Prime Rate is lomer than
10 9* and Prime Rate plus 8 9 percentage pants ivhen the Pnme Rate a
18*'rjr residents ol Mi NCandW •

Trvocycie average
dairy balance .including
ne* purchases)
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NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

Use your Discover Card
where you see this sign.

BUSINESS REPLY MAI L
FIRST CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 747

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE

Postage will be paid by addressee
GREENWOOD TRUST COMPANY
DISCOVER CARD
PO BOX 15159
WILMINGTON DE 19885-9505
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